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ADAPTIVE TUNING OF A PM CONTROLLER USING NEURAL 

NETWORKS 

ABSTRACT 

System identification and adaptive control have been of interest 

for several years. The emergence of neural networks has added a new 

dimension to the paradigm of learning and adaptive control. Neural 

networks are distinguished by their diversity of applications. Most of the 

work done in the system identification area and control of chemical 

processes uses some form of standard back-propagation as a learning 

algorithm. A different learning scheme called Quick Propagation (QP) 

has been implemented in this thesis. This algorithm has evolved from 

the initial work of Scott E. Fahlman [121. The advantage of this 

algorithm lies in the fact that fewer tuning parameters are used. This 

makes it easier to implement and more general to accommodate 

different applications. The simulation studies presented in this work 

show the effectiveness of this approach in identifying a non-linear 

chemical process, specifically a nonisothermal continuous stirred tank 

reactor where an irreversible exothermic reaction is carried out in a 

perfectly mixed reactor. 

PID (Proportional, Integral, and Derivative) controllers have been 

the most popular controllers in the chemical industry. 

Several studies focused on adaptively tuning the PID gains. In this 

research work, the error signal was employed as a teaching signal for 
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the Quick Propagation neural network in order to adjust the controller 

parameters. The results of computer simulation studies are presented, 

and the performance of the proposed technique is described. From these 

results, it is observed that the neural network is capable of tuning the 

PID controller parameters toward a desired target state. Furthermore, 

the performance of the proposed technique was compared to one of the 

traditional tuning techniques, the Ziegler and Nichols method. The 

evaluation was based on subjecting both techniques to different model 

uncertainties. The simulation studies demonstrated the effectiveness of 

the proposed approach. In this thesis, an arbitrary non-linear model and 

a CSTR (continuous stirred tank reactor) model were considered. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General 

The rapid development of the chemical industry in recent years 

has led to an increased complexity of operations in chemical plants. New 

routes have been opened for the development of new control 

methodologies. To the control community, the inherently parallel nature 

of signal processing of neural networks was able to provide challenging 

and interesting research material. 

Neural networks have the ability to learn associations or 

classifications of events, and to extract the underlying quantitative 

relationships governing the behavior of physical systems. Moreover, 

neural networks can be used to identify dynamical systems which 

exhibit complicated behavior, such as deterministic chaos, chaotic 

chemical systems, chemical reactions, and other nonlinear SISO (Single-

Input-Single-output) and MIMO (Multi-Input Multi-Output) systems. 

Recently, neural networks have become a powerful tool in addressing 

control problems such as manipulating robot arms and controlling 

chemical processes, in a variety of architectures. 

Artificial neural networks appear to offer new and promising 

directions for the development of innovative control strategies for 

difficult control problems. In this research,a feedforward neural network 

will be used. The research presented in this work will address two 
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aspects of control : system identification and adaptive control of a non-

linear chemical process. 

1.2 System Identification 

On-line system identification methods based on recursive least 

squares, extended least squares, maximum-likelihood, and other 

methods have been used extensively in chemical process control. In 

these methods, the user must specify a structure for the nature of the 

relationship between the inputs and the outputs. This approach has 

several disadvantages, and difficulties may be encountered for a number 

of reasons. First, it is challenging to find a global maximum - the 

curvature of the error function - when the search space is neither 

differentiable nor linear in the parameters. Due to the linearity 

condition, it is difficult to directly locate poles and zeros, or physical 

parameters of the system. Second, being serial in nature, these methods 

have to go from one point in search space to another at every sampling 

instant, as a new input-output pair becomes available. Finally, this 

approach is not capable of iterating more than once on each incoming 

datum, and these methods need new data to direct the search. 

In neural network based system identification, the user need only 

specify a topology for the network that is sufficient to describe the input-

output mapping. Accordingly, the neural network does not assume or 

determine the functional relationship between the input and output 

variables. Instead, the network simply creates a mapping from input to 

output, based on some training procedures. Being an inherently parallel 
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technique, this method has the advantage of providing means to 

overcome the difficulties imposed by the classical identification methods. 

The primary advantage of the neural network approach is that it 

avoids the difficult procedure of specifying a model structure which is 

often not available. This is specially true when there is significant model 

uncertainty. 

System characterization and identification are fundamental 

problems in system theory. The problem of characterization relies 

strongly on the availability of a mathematical model that is good 

representation of the process dynamics. Many techniques use linear, 

non-linear, dynamic, and empirical models relating the inputs and 

outputs of the process. 

Neural network methodology offers a new approach for the 

derivation of a proper dynamic model of the system. According to Bhat 

and McAvoy [l], traditional convolution and ARMA (auto regressive 

moving average) dynamic models are equivalent to a two-layered linear 

feedforward neural model. The addition of hidden layers increases the 

network's ability to extract the essence of the dynamic behavior of the 

system. Moreover, it is advantageous that with neural based 

identification, it is possible to devise new control strategies that can not 

be established with conventional identification methods [2]. 

The most natural approach for the identification of plant dynamics 

with neural networks is to imitate what is traditionally done in 
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identification [3]. This is achieved by assuming that the output of the 

plant can be reconstructed from a finite number of past values of the 

input and output. In a SISO system, the output of the plant at the next 

sampling instant is predicted from the current and the past, input and 

output values. This architecture learns to predict the evolution of the 

plant towards equilibrium during the next time interval. The input 

values are delayed by sampling intervals to account for the pure delay 

between the input and the output of the plant. The choice of the number 

of input output terms and the number of sampling intervals 

corresponding to the pure delay must be based on data analysis tools 

[4], on a-priori knowledge, and on experimentation [5]. 

The number of past values of inputs and outputs sets the number 

of neurons in the input and the output layers for the feedforward neural 

network. The number of neurons in the hidden layer is based on a 

compromise between accuracy and parameter parsimony. It is normally 

determined by trial and error [6]. 

The plant inverse model can be identified using similar 

procedures. In this case, the output of the neural network becomes the 

current value of the manipulated variable. The input to the network 

includes the desired output of the plant, several sampling periods 

ahead. The current output and a sufficient number of past inputs and 

outputs are also needed to adequately represent the inverse dynamics of 

the process. This neural network learns to determine the control action 

that brings the output back to its target value. The neural network 

structure described above has been implemented in several studies [7, 
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8]. This structure seems to have potential for use over a wide frequency 

range for a variety of plants. However, there are significant problems 

encountered in control. The realization of the inverse dynamics 

controller is not an easy task, especially when the plant is unknown, 

and when its parameters (gain, poles and zeros) are subjected to 

uncertainties. This would result in an inaccurate pole-zero cancellation. 

One of the most popular neural network learning algorithms used 

to date is known as back-propagation [9,10] (BP). All of the previously 

mentioned models use back-propagation in order to obtain accurate 

values of the connection weights for the network. This usually results in 

developing a good internal representation for the system. This 

representation aids in capturing the underlying relations between input 

and output states, however the method of adaptation used by most 

researchers suffers from being inherently slow. The initial weight values 

are also known to affect convergence efficiency [11]. Furthermore, back-

propagation has many tuning parameters. Thus, trial and error is 

necessary to figure out the best suited parameters for each application. 

This may be due to the fact that the factors governing the learning speed 

are poorly understood. 

In this research work, a modification of back-propagation is used 

in order to speed up convergence. This has evolved from the initial work 

of Scott E. Fahiman [12]. The algorithm used is called Quick 

Propagation, which will also give a better understanding of the factors 

governing the learning speed. This algorithm requires fewer tuning 
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parameters, which makes it easier and more general to accommodate 

different applications. 

1.3 Adaptive Control 

Conventional feedback control systems can give excellent results 

as long as the plant parameters are time-invariant, or vary slowly. When 

these parameters vary rapidly, a chemical plant may exhibit undesirable 

dynamics and experience unstable operation. 

In the 1960's, adaptive control emerged as a technique that 

provided means for maintaining high performance process control for 

processes with time-varying characteristics. This is achieved by 

adjusting the controller parameters in order to stabilize a system with 

unknown dynamics. Although adaptive control has been a breakthrough 

for control system theorists and practicing engineers, its applications to 

realistic problems have nevertheless been very limited. One reason for 

this may be the prior knowledge needed in order to guarantee the 

stability of adaptive controllers. 

It is necessary to develop new adaptive techniques with some 

learning capabilities. These techniques would be applied to control 

processes with time-varying and non-linear characteristics. A natural 

step in the evolution of control methodology is the use of artificial neural 

networks to control such processes since they exhibit the capabilities of 

learning and adaptation. 
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For PID (Proportional, Integral , and Derivative) control, the 

objective is to constrain a process response to follow input set-points. In 

general, the output is compared to the set-point, and an error signal is 

computed. This error signal is fedback to a compensator that generates 

a corrective action proportional to the magnitude, multiplied by the 

integral and derivative of the error signal. This produces the control 

signal required to drive the plant to its target state. A schematic diagram 

for the PID control structure is shown in Figure 1.1. 

j / Kp 

e 

e dt  

de/dt 

X 

Kd 

X 

X 

Figure 1.1 A Schematic diagram for PID control structure 

The key parameters in ND control are : the proportional constant, 

Kp, the integral constant, Ki, and the derivative constant, Kd . These 

three "constants" can be manipulated to produce various response 

curves from a given process. The whole concept for adaptive PID control 

revolves around interactively varying these three parameters. 

Most research work in autotuning focuses on PID controllers 

because of their popularity and extensive use in industry. Neural 

networks have also been implemented for controller autotuning [13-151. 
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This is accomplished by determining the controller parameter values, 

which provide the appropriate closed-loop system behavior. Neural 

network approaches to PID autotuning can be divided into two major 

categories. First, the network is treated as a pattern recognition system 

[16]. Second, the network is employed as an adaptive control system 

[17]. The former method is rather difficult due to its computational 

complexity. This will limit the performance of the network in many real 

applications. The lengthy periods for learning and the poor 

generalization capability of the network are some drawbacks [12]. 

The main thrust of this thesis is to construct an adaptive neural 

network control system. This method was introduced by Saiful and 

Sigeru [14] and verified for both linear and non-linear arbitrary models 

incorporating back-propagation as a learning algorithm. 

In this study, this method is applied to an arbitrary non-linear 

model and then implemented on a SISO non-linear chemical process. It 

incorporates the Quick Propagation learning algorithm to achieve an 

effective, faster, robust, and better control performance. Furthermore, 

the realization of this method is verified by subjecting the network to 

severe plant disturbances. Finally, a performance evaluation is 

conducted between the proposed method and one of the traditional 

optimization techniques in tuning PID controllers (Ziegler-Nichols) [20]. 

The simulation results showed that the neuromorphic self-tuning PID 

controller performed very successfully during these disturbances, 

compared to the Ziegler - Nichols method. 
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1.4 Objectives of the thesis 

In this research work, the mapping capabilities of artificial neural 

networks for both identification and control are explored. Most of the 

work done in the system identification area uses some form of the 

standard back-propagation technique as a training algorithm. 

Unfortunately, one major drawback of this algorithm is that it is quite 

slow. Even for relatively simple problems, standard back-propagation 

often requires a lengthy training process. This may be due to the fact 

that the factors governing the learning speed are poorly understood. 

This means that users are usually restricted to small networks with only 

a few connection weights. This is contrary to real world problems which 

require larger and more complex networks. The first objective of this 

thesis is to implement a different learning algorithm, the Quick 

Propagation technique to overcome difficulties associated with the Back 

Propagation algorithm for applications in chemical process control. 

Two neural network approaches for adaptive tuning of the 

coefficients of a PID controller have gained the interest of many 

researchers [13-14]. The first [13] relies on a nonparametric neural 

network process model. Once trained, the closed-loop process can be 

simulated with the neural network process model. In the second 

approach [14], a neural network is the autotuner to the PID gains. Thus, 

the network has three outputs and is trained to match precomputed 

optimal PID gains. The second goal of this study is to investigate the 

latter approach in order to develop a PID controller using neural 

networks to perform the autotuning. The aim is to demonstrate that a 
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closed-loop autotuner can effectively adapt the PID parameters in 

response to both set point changes and severe plant disturbances. 

Another objective of the thesis work is to compare the 

performance of the adaptation technique to the traditional Ziegler and 

Nichols optimization technique. The comparisons will be with respect to 

speed, noise rejection, and control performance. 

A jacketed continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR), with an 

exothermic reaction will be a common element in the simulations of 

these two applications serving as a non-linear chemical process. 

1.5 Thesis Outline 

With the above-stated objectives of this thesis, Chapter 2 

addresses the learning algorithm used to develop the system 

identification and adaptive control techniques. In this chapter a 

comparison between this adaptation algorithm and a well established, 

commonly used algorithm, the Back-Propagation algorithm of neural 

networks will be introduced. The advantages and disadvantages of each 

will be highlighted. 

Chapter 3 deals with the implementation of a feedforward neural 

network for system identification using the algorithm developed in 

Chapter 2. It also addresses the neural network as a self-tuning PID 

controller. 
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Chapter 4 covers a description of the chemical process used in the 

implementation studies. The results of this research work are given in 

this Chapter. They summarize the simulation studies conducted for both 

the dynamic modeling of the chemical process and the neuromorphic 

self-tuning PID controller. 

Chapter 5 reviews one of the traditional optimization techniques 

used in tuning PID controllers [201. It also compares the PID results with 

those from the neural network developed in this study. 

Finally, the conclusion and suggested future work are discussed 

in Chapter 6 . 
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2. LEARNING AND ADAPTATION 

2.1 Introduction 

There are many learning methods for neural networks. The main 

categories are the supervised and unsupervised learning. In supervised 

learning, there is a "teacher", who in the learning phase "tells" the net 

how well it performs ("reinforcement learning"), or what the correct 

behavior would be ("fully supervised learning"). In unsupervised 

learning, the network is autonomous. Through the presentation of data, 

the network finds out about some of the properties of the data set , and 

learns to reflect these properties in its output. What exactly these 

properties are depends on the particular network model, and the 

learning method. 

In learning with a "teacher", the desired answer is usually 

considered exactly known. Back Propagation (BP), and Quick 

Propagation (QP) fall into this category. A basic block diagram of a 

supervised learning control system is shown in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1 A supervised learning control system 

2.2 Quick Propagation (QP) Algorithm 

The back-propagation algorithm has been applied to a wide variety 

of practical problems. Its success is in its ability to model non-linear 

relationships, especially in control systems [1]. 

Back propagation is a generalization of the steepest-descent 

adaptation rule presented by Widrow and Hoff [26]. Adaptation of a 

network starts with an arbitrary initial value, Wo, for the system's 

connection weight vector. The gradient of the error function is measured, 

and the weight vector is altered in the direction corresponding to the 

negative of the measured gradient. This procedure is repeated, causing 

the error to be successively reduced on average. Accordingly, the weight 

vector will approach a local optimal value. The method of steepest-

descent can be described by the following relation [23] 

Wk+l = Wk + P.( —Vk (2.1) 
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where, la , is a parameter that controls stability, and rate of convergence. 

V k is the value of the gradient at a point on the error surface 

corresponding to W = Wk . The error measure can be taken as the time 

summation of some even function of the error, such as, 

N  
J(e) = 2 (k), 

where, J(e) is the sum of even functions of the error, e(k). 

(2.2) 

In this approach, a two layered neural network, known as 

ADALINE is analyzed. From it, a simple local gradient descent method 

was generalized to multilayered networks as the back-propagation 

algorithm was developed. By calculating the first partial derivative of the 

overall error with respect to each connection weight, and taking 

infinitesimal steps down the gradient, a local minimum is reached. 

In order to find a solution in the shortest possible time, it is 

advantageous to take the largest steps possible rather than infinitesimal 

steps, without overshooting the solution. Unfortunately, a set of first 

order partial derivatives collected at a single point tells very little about 

how large a step may safely be taken in weight space. This makes the 

back propagation learning too slow for many applications, and scales up 

poorly as tasks become larger and more complex. 

One of the algorithms that did not get much attention but is very 

promising, is an algorithm called Quick Propagation (QP). This algorithm 

was developed by Fahlman [12]. This algorithm is a second order 
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method, based loosely on Newton's method. However it is more 

heuristic. Everything in this algorithm proceeds as in the case of 

standard back propagation. But for each weight, a copy of DEIDW (k -1) 

is kept, which is the error derivative computed during the previous 

training epoch, along with the difference between the current and 

previous values of the weight. 

D 
Ek) 

The 
D W( 

value of the current training epoch is also available at the 

weight update time. 

The Quick Propagation method is based on two assumptions. 

First, the error versus weight curve for each weight can be approximated 

by a parabola. Secondly, the change in the slope of the error curve, as 

seen by the weight, is not affected by all the other weights that are 

changing at the same time. Using the information local to the updated 

weight, an equation can be formed as follows : 

Wk+1 -Wk+ 
Vk  A W 1) 

v k-1 V 17 k 

(2.3) 

where V k and Vk-1 are the current and previous values of D 
E 

— 
W 

. This new 

value, W k+1 5 is an approximation to the optimum value of the weight, 

but, when it is applied iteratively it is quite effective. 
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The general formula for updating the weight in the back-propagation 

method is given as : 

a E 
Wk+1 W k a 

W(k) + a W(k —1) (2.4) 

where, µ is the learning rate, which provides step size during gradient 

descent, and a is the momentum term. In the Quick Propagation 

algorithm this momentum term is no longer used. 

Using the Quick Propagation update formula, if the current slope 

is somewhat smaller than the previous one but is in the same direction, 

the weight will change again in the same direction. The step may be 

large or small, depending on how much the slope was reduced by the 

previous step. If the current slope is in the opposite direction from the 

previous one, that means the calculations have proceeded beyond the 

minimum, and are progressing on the opposite side of the valley. In this 

case, the next step will occur somewhere between the current and the 

previous position. The third case occurs when the current slope is in the 

same direction as the previous slope, but is the same size or larger in 

magnitude. Following the formula described in Equation (2.3), infinite 

steps would be taken, or the calculations would be pursued backwards, 

up the current slope and toward a local maximum. 

A method that seems to work best is to create a new parameter, , 

the "maximum growth factor". No weight step is allowed to be larger in 

magnitude than times the previous step for that specific weight. 
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This term is considered the main acceleration technique in Quick 

Propagation. If this factor is chosen too large, the network would behave 

chaotically and fail to converge [12]. The optimal value for this factor is 

empirically determined. However, in this study, the best suited value 

was found to be between 1.65 and 1.95. 

In addition, for a weight that has previously taken a step of size 

zero, but is now seeing a non-zero-slope as a result of a change 

elsewhere in the network, it would be necessary to develop a method to 

restart the learning process. The obvious move is to use the gradient 

descent, based on the current slope and some learning rate, E . This 

would be applied to start the process and to restart the process for any 

weight that has a previous step size of zero. There is one exception to 

this rule . Summation is not pursued in the gradient term if the current 

slope is non-zero and opposite in sign from the previous slope. In this 

situation, the quadratic term alone will perform well in finding the 

minimum. Adding the gradient term will cause an overshoot in the 

minimum value again, and the network would oscillate. 

Under certain conditions, Quick Propagation causes some of the 

weights to grow very large, rapidly. This may lead to a floating point 

overflow error in the middle of the training session. In order to overcome 

this behavior, there is a small weight decay-term (d) that is added to the 

computed slope for each weight. Fahiman [12] did not mention a value 

for this decay term. However, in this research work, the parameter was 

found to be best between 10-4 and 10-5. Too large a decay factor 

usually stalls out the learning process. Thus, if the network is not 
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learning fast enough, or not learning at all, the decay factor is decreased 

gradually until convergence takes place. 

One additional feature that could improve network performance 

through simulation is introducing a small amount of noise. This can 

reduce the convergence time, and decrease the number of failures. The 

advantage of this approach is recognized when the weight changes 

become very small. This noise adds to the error terms by a small 

increment when the previous weight change is zero. Good values of the 

noise term are around 5 x 10-3 . 

It can be concluded that parameter tuning is no longer a big issue 

in this type of algorithm compared to back propagation. Good results 

can still be obtained without accurate tuning. While, lots of trial and 

error tuning in back propagation is necessary. Finding the solution in 

the shortest possible time was the aim in implementing the Quick 

Propagation algorithm. This algorithm is more advantageous for larger 

and more difficult problems with fewer tuning parameters . 

• 

2.3 Neural Networks Characteristics 

2.3.1 Introduction 

Neural networks are parallel, massively distributed processing 

units, connected according to various architectures or topologies [24]. A 

general neural network structure is shown in Figure 2.2 
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Figure 2.2 A general neural network structure 

There are at least 50 different types of neural networks. Among 

them, one can mention non-exhaustively: preceptron networks [25], 

Adaline networks [26], Hopfield networks [27], feedforward networks 

[28], adaptive resonance theory [29], counter propagation networks [30], 

cognitron and neocognitron [31], self-organizing map [32], and bi-

directional associative memory (BAM) [33]. The tasks that can be 

performed by these neural networks are different: pattern recognition 

(image, voice, radar, character), speech synthesis, retrieval of data from 

fragments, robotics, process analysis and control, and data 

compression. 

Although there are a number of neural network models, the two 

most prominent models being used at present are the static (feed 
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forward), and the dynamic (recurrent) networks. The type of architecture 

most commonly used for pattern recognition applications is the 

multilayered static neural network, where no information is fed back 

during operation. This neural network has been successfully 

implemented for system identification, and for the control of dynamic 

systems [34]. It normally consists of several layers of neurons. 

A neuron is the basic computing element or mathematical 

operator in any neural computing system, and is associated with two 

important attributes : learning and adaptation. Each neuron consists of 

a summing junction, which adds together the weighted inputs from the 

other neurons, and an activation function, which generates the neuron 

output from the summing junction output. The output fans out to serve 

as an input to other neurons. Neurons transmit signals to each other via 

weighted links which attenuate or amplify the transmitted signal 

depending on the weight value. 

2.3.2 Principles Governing the Learning Algorithm 

A three layer neural network can be viewed as a large dimensional 

regression model. This model can be used to correlate a vector U of 

input variables to a vector Y of output target variables. Vector Y can be 

approximated by a vector S, as shown in Fig (2.2). 

A three layered neural network structure can be addressed by the 

following equations [35] : 
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A. Hidden layer : 

H =f W,JUi 15_j5_,J-1 
i=1 (2.5) 

where, U1 is the scaled input vector, and Hi is the output vector of the 

neuron in the hidden layer. Wij is the weight vector that connects the jth 

node to the ith node. The last elements of these two vectors, U1,and Hj, 

are the bias, and they are set equal to one . 

B. Output layer : 

S k

J=1 (2.6) 

The Quick Propagation consists of a modified gradient descent 

algorithm designed to minimize the squares of the error between the 

calculated S vector, and expected Y output of the network. The error 

signal can be computed based on the following equation [34]: 

E(W) = 1  (Yk - Sk )2
2  k=1 

(2.7) 

Modification of the weights moving from the hidden layer to the 

output layer can be described by the equation [35]: 
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a E(w) f1[EWikH ji (Sk - Yk )Hia W ik 
J=1

and, for the weights from the input to the hidden layer : 

E(W) a wi =f1 (IW ;j1.1,) f' riW ikli j j(Sk - Y k )W irr i U i

1=1 k=1 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

Where, f '(.) represents the derivative of the non-linear function which 

can be described for a sigmoid function by the equation : 

f (z) =  1 and f (z) = f (z)(1- f (z)) 
(1+ e-z) 

(2.10) 

For the types of problems encountered in process control, a neural 

network with a single hidden layer is sufficient to represent the 

dynamics of a process [241 However the number of neurons in the 

hidden layer is problem-dependent and is empirically determined taking 

into consideration some guidelines. First, the network needs enough 

hidden units to perform the task easily. Second, providing too many 

hidden units causes the network to memorize the training examples, 

rather than extracting the general features that enable it to handle cases 

that were not encountered during training. Finally, it is unnecessary to 

force the network to spend a lot of extra time trying to find an optimal 

representation of the data . 
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Inputs to the first layer, and outputs from the last layer are 

usually numeric values scaled between 0 and 1. One of the inputs to the 

first and hidden layer is set to 1 in order to add a constant bias to the 

weighted sum. The activation function of the neurons in both of the 

hidden and output layers is usually a non - linear function. Among the 

successful criteria in common use are the following functions : 

1- The piece-wise activation function. 

2- The smooth activation function. 

3- The piece-wise near-tanh function that runs from -1 to +1. 

4- The continuous near-tanh function that runs from -1 to +1. 

2.4 Summary 

The Quick Propagation was addressed in this Chapter as a 

learning scheme for neural networks. The factors governing the learning 

speed were also introduced. The advantages and disadvantages of this 

technique were highlighted. The methods to overcome these 

disadvantages were investigated. Furthermore, the Chapter has reviewed 

the principle governing the learning algorithm for a three layered neural 

network structure. 
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3. QUICK PROPAGATION ALGORITHM FOR IDENTIFICATION 

AND CONTROL 

3.1 Introduction 

Classical system identification usually consists of two stages: 

model selection, and parameter estimation. The identification using 

neural networks, and the selection of the number of hidden nodes 

corresponds to the model selection stage [24]. The learning algorithm 

used to determine the network connection weights corresponds to the 

parameter estimation stage [24]. 

In some cases, system identification could be built on a prior 

knowledge of the process. In other cases, it is inferred essentially from 

the given basic information. Prior knowledge of the process can take the 

form of a parameterized model structure. In these cases, the parameters 

associated with the model structure must be evaluated from the process 

input-output data [1]. 

3.2 Dynamic Modeling 

3.2.1 Introduction 

The supervised learning capabilities of neural networks can be 

used for identifying a process model from input-output data. A basic 

block diagram for a neural network process identification scheme is 

shown in Figure.3.1 
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chemical engineering literature, British units are common. The data 

implemented in this research work were also introduced in British units. 

To model the reactant concentration shown in Figure 3.3b, a 

Quick Propagation neural network was used. Different combinations of 

various numbers of neurons were tested for the network. The input to 

the network consisted of a moving window of Ca (input), and Fo

(output), values as illustrated in Figure 3.2 .The center of the window is 

taken as the current time k. Past and present values of Ca, and Fo, as 

well as future values of Fo are fed to the network. The outputs from the 

network are the Ca future values. Since the database used was 

historical, the future values (relative to the window center), were 

predicted and could be used for training. 

INN 

Moving Window 

Net Output 

Net Input 

Figure 3.2 A block diagram for the moving window structure 
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In the beginning of the training process, the window is placed at 

the beginning of the database. The first five values of Ca and four values 

of Fo are fed into the network. The objective is to evaluate the network 

outputs Ca, at k = ko +A t in the future. After the first presentation of 

the data, the window moves A t down the database. This process is 

continued until the end of the database. After several cycles through the 

database, the network converges and the weights achieve fixed values. 

To illustrate the ability of the Quick Propagation network to learn 

the non-linear characteristics of the model, the operating conditions of 

the CSTR were varied. At a different reactant concentration, a 1% PRS 

signal was added to the flow rate. The flow rate and concentration 

responses (with time) used for training are shown in Figures 3.3 (a) and 

(b) respectively. 
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Figure.3.3 (b) Concentration response vs. time used in neural network 

training 
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3.2.3 Inverse-Dynamic Approach 

One approach in implementing neural networks for control 

involves determining the inverse process model. By cascading a 

controller having the inverse dynamic model of the plant, the response 

of the plant can be made equal to the reference input. For a plant of 

unknown model, and characterized by unstable dynamics, a controller 

with inverse-dynamics may be realized through a proper learning and 

adaptation scheme. A block diagram for realizing the inverse dynamic 

through an adaptive scheme is shown in Figure. (3.4) 

r(k) 
CONTROLLER 

u(k) 
PLANT 

y(k) 

LEARNING & ADAPTATION 

e(k) 

Figure 3.4 Principle of an inverse dynamic adaptive controller 

By switching the future output values and the future input values, 

an inverse process model could be developed. Such a network would 

predict what flow rates are necessary to achieve a desired control 

performance in the operation of the CSTR. This approach of modeling 
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was tested with different combinations of various numbers of neurons. 

Furthermore, it can be used in an internal model control (IMC) structure 

as shown in Figure 3.5 (251. 

r(k) 

INVERSE 
N.N. MODEL 

• PLANT 

y(k) 

N.N. MODEL 

Figure 3.5. IMC employing inverse & forward neural network models 

3.3 Adaptive Control 

3.3.1 Introduction 

PID controllers have been the most popular and widely used 

controllers in chemical industry for a few decades. This is attributed to 

their remarkable effectiveness, simplicity of implementation, and wide 

application. In spite of this, it is common that the PID controllers may be 

subjected to process changes and disturbances. Thus, the PID controller 

parameters must be optimally adapted to provide proper stable 

regulation. The classical adaptation algorithms for PID controllers are 

time consuming and not numerically robust. The generalization feature 

of neural networks creates a better opportunity to provide faster, and 

more robust adaptive controllers in case of model uncertainty, or 

variation of parameters and disturbances. 
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3.3.2 PID Controller 

The PID controller is used extensively in the field of process 

control. A general closed loop system with unity feedback is shown in 

Figure.(3.6). The PID controller processes the closed loop system error. 

This error can be described by the equation: 

e(k) = r(k) - y(k) 

where 

e(k) = Error signal at time k 

r(k) = Reference input signal at time k 

y(k) = Plant output signal at time k 

r(k) e(k) 

PID 

u(k) 

PLANT 

y(k) 

Figure 3.6 A schematic of a conventional closed loop system 

(3.1) 

The PID controller consists of three parts: P (proportional), I 

(integral), and D (derivative). The proportional part produces a control 

input, proportional to the magnitude of the error signal; however, it 

often generates offsets, due to saturation of the control input. The 

integral part is introduced in order to overcome the offset. Finally, the 

derivative role is to reduce the fluctuation of the process output while 

reaching the reference value. 
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The main challenge is how to choose the optimal parameter values 

to provide the appropriate process input with respect to the desired 

output of the plant. Usually, process engineers tune these parameters 

manually, which can be very time consuming. 

In this research work, the objective is to establish a method using 

a Quick Propagation neural network to realize the real time self tuning 

of the adaptive PID controller. The proposed control method will be first 

applied to an arbitrary non-linear model. Then, it will be applied to the 

SISO, CSTR concentration control problem addressed in Chapter 4. 

3.4 Adaptive Neuromorphic PID Controller 

Model uncertainty is a serious problem facing control engineers. It 

is not possible to present, adequately, system characteristics such as 

non-linearity, time delay, saturation, time - varying parameters and 

overall complexity. Recent developments in robust control and adaptive 

control have proven to be useful to overcome many of these problems. 

In this study, a self-tuning PID controller with a Quick 

propagation neural network was used. The basic idea is to use a well 

trained neural network over a designated range of PID parameters. The 

error signal is employed to provide the neural network with inputs 

consisting of : the plant outputs, control actions, and reference signals. 

The network outputs are the PID parameters. Furthermore, if a change 

is encountered in the set point or the plant dynamics, the network 

should be able to adaptively tune the PID parameters, and thus 
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maintain the desired performance criterion. The adaptive scheme of the 

self - tuning PID controller is shown in Figure 3.7. 

N.N. 

r(k+ 1) ) C+ 

%PRBS 

V \V V K d

u(k+ 1) 
PID 

e(k+ 1) 

PLANT 
y(k+ 1) 

Figure 3.7. An adaptive scheme for self-tuning PID controller 

The digital PID controller algorithm can be expressed by the 

following equation : 

(u(k)= u(k -1)+k [e(k)- e(k -1)1+k.e k)+kd[e(k)-2e(k-1)+e(k-2)] (3.2) 
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3.4.1 Non-Linear Arbitrary Model 

The non-linear arbitrary model used in simulation is given by the 

following equation : 

y(k+1) = 0.9 y(k) - 0.001 y(k-1)2 +u(k) + sin(u(k-1)) (3.3) 

where, 

y(k) = plant output at time k 

u(k) = Control action at time k 

In analog systems, a simple method to determine the parameters 

of the PID controller , is based on a step response test using Ziegler and 

Nichols methodology [20]. The network was trained to match 

precomputed optimal PID gains. For training purposes, these optimal 

gains were computed with the Newton optimization algorithm [36] 

initialized with Ziegler and Nichols values. The optimization criterion is 

the minimization of the integral of time multiplied by the absolute error. 

To persistently excite the system, a 1% PRS signal is super-

imposed on the steady state value of the input. The error signal is 

computed in every iteration as described by the following equation: 

E(W) = (rk - 3rk )2 (3.4) 
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where, rk, is the process set point, or the reference signal, and yk is the 

corresponding output signal. The sum of squares error is used to modify 

each connection weight based on the following equation: 

W k+i = W k  
V k 

W(k -1) 
V k-1 -V k 

a E 
w where V k and V k_i are the current and previous values of a 

(3.5) 

The PID parameters change simultaneously over a designated 

range, until the error reaches a specified value in the range of ± 10-3. 

The PID controller parameters Kp , Ki , and Kd , were allowed to vary 

simultaneously over a designated range. By allowing these variations of 

the PID parameters, the network training was facilitated. 

The input to the network is a moving window of reference signal, 

output signal, and the control action. The desired outputs of the 

network are the PID parameters that drive the plant to its target state. 

The network was tested for various combinations of neurons. The most 

satisfactory results for this arbitrary non-linear model were obtained, 

when the network had nine, six, and three neurons in the input layer, 

hidden layer, and output layer, respectively. The output neurons 

corresponded to the PID parameters. Furthermore, the study was 

pursued towards testing, and generalization of this neural auto-tuner. 

This was achieved by providing the network with testing sets, different 

from the training sets. These sets consist of training cases not presented 

to the auto-tuner during the learning phase. The neuromorphic self-
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tuning PID controller was able to adapt and meet the desired 

performance criterion. 

3.4.2 SISO CSTR Model 

The realization of this method is verified for a non-linear chemical 

process. The plant model can be described by the following general 

equation : 

Yk +1 -f  (Yk 'Yk - •• • Yk - p ' uk -1' uk - 2' • •' uk - p ) 

where 

y(k) = Plant output at time k 

y(k-p) = Plant output P time steps in the past 

u(k) = Control action at time k 

u(k-p) = Control action P time steps in the past 

(3.6) 

By manipulating the inlet flow rate to the CSTR to maintain a 

desired concentration, Ca, a PID controller with a fixed structure and 

with adjustable parameters can be employed to meet some performance 

specification. The same procedure was followed as in the arbitrary non-

linear model. The PID controller parameters Kp , Ki , and Kd , were 

allowed to vary over a designated range of values. 

The network was tested for various combinations of neurons in 

the input and the hidden layer. The output layer consists of three 

neurons corresponding to' the PID controller parameters. The most 
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satisfactory results for this CSTR model were obtained, when the neural 

network had nine, seven, and three neurons in the input, hidden, and 

output layer, respectively. After convergence, the network gave good 

results. The network was tested with different set-point changes to prove 

its generalization properties as an auto-tuner. This is shown in the 

simulation presented in the following chapter. The source code written 

in C runs on Sun Sparc under UNIX / SunOS 4.1. The code is however 

written in standard C and should be portable to other environments. 
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4. SIMULATION RESULTS 

4.1 Introduction 

A jacketed continuous, stirred tank reactor (CSTR), with an 

exothermic reaction was used as one of the two test plants. This 

example was first presented by Ray [21], as it exhibits complex dynamic 

behavior. This behavior demands more intelligence on the part of the 

process control computers. Automation assists the operator in 

controlling and diagnosing problems or process abnormalities. The 

second model used for testing was an arbitrary non-linear model. 

4.2 A Nonisothermal CSTR (continuous stirred tank reactor) 

An irreversible exothermic reaction is carried out in a single, 

perfectly mixed reactor, as shown in Figure (4.1) [22] 

Fo , Cao , To 

Fj , 

V 

T 

Ca 

F, Ca , T 

A 

Figure 4.1 Nonisothermal CSTR 



The reaction is first order in reactant A and has a heat of reaction, 

X, (BTU/lbmol). Negligible heat losses and constant densities are 

assumed. To remove the heat of reaction, a cooling jacket surrounds the 

reactor. Cooling water is added to the jacket at a volumetric flow rate, Fj, 

and with an inlet temperature, Tjo. The water volume in the jacket, Vj, is 

constant. The mass of the metal wall is assumed to be negligible. Thus, 

the "thermal inertia" of the metal need not be considered. This is often a 

fairly good assumption because the heat capacity of steel is only about 

0.1 BTU/lb. of which is an order of magnitude smaller than that of 

water. 

Assuming that the temperature everywhere in the jacket is Tj, the 

heat transfer between the process at temperature, T, and the cooling 

water at temperature, Tj, is represented by an overall heat transfer 

coefficient. (Definitions of all symbols are given in APPENDIX 1). 

The heat flow to the water, Q, is given by 

Q = UAH (T - Tj ) (4.1) 

where, 

Q = heat transfer rate, BTU/h 

U = overall heat transfer coefficient, BTU/h ft2 of 

AH = heat transfer area, ft2
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The equations describing the system are [221 : 

Reactor total mass balance assuming constant densities 

dV 
=F0 -F 

dt 

Component mass balance on reactant, A : 

d(VCa ) 
F  - FC a - VkC a

dt 0 

Reactor energy equation 

d(VT) = FoTo - F T  
Vk Ca UAH T.)

dt p Cp p Cp

Jacket energy balance 

dT. (T. -J) jo  UAL, 
= F. +  " (T T.) 

dt J V. p .V.0 C. J 
J i J J 

Reaction rate equation 

k = a e-E/RT 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Under these conditions, the assumption of constant densities 

makes Cp = Cv and permits the use of enthalpies to replace internal 

energies. A hydraulic relationship between the reactor holdup and the 

flow out of the reactor is also needed. A level controller is assumed to 

vary the outflow as the volume in the tank changes. The outflow is shut 

off completely when the volume drops to a minimum value Vinin which 

can be described by the equation : 

F = Kp (V - Vrnin.) (4.7) 
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where, Kp is the controller gain. This level controller is only a 

proportional feedback controller. 

Finally, enthalpy data are needed to relate the enthalpies to 

compositions and the reactor temperature. Simple forms of enthalpy 

equations are assumed as follows : 

H = CP T 

H. =C. T. J J J 

where, 

H = enthalpy of process liquid, BTU/lbm 

Cp = heat capacity of process liquid, BTU/lbm of 

H. = enthalpy of cooling water, BTU/lbm 

C. = heat capacity of cooling water, BTU/lbm of 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

Using Equations 4.8, 4.9, and the Arrehenius relationship for k 

described in Equation (4.6), the process under investigation can be fully 

described. Since both the flow rate and the holdup are variables, the 

system is a Multi-Input Multi-Output type. 

For simplicity, a proportional level controller is used to manipulate 

the liquid flow rate leaving the tank. A proportional level controller can 

be addressed by the following equation : 

F=T"-K (V-V) (4.10) 
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A second proportional controller manipulates the flow rate of the 

cooling water to the jacket, Fj, where the flow rate can be described by 

the equation : 

F. =F -K (T-T) (4.11) 

where, Kc is the controller gain. The bar notations are steady state 

values. 

This would result in a Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO) type of 

system for the neural network implementation with one controlled 

variable, Ca, and one manipulated variable, Fo. The parameters 

considered for the CSTR are given in Table 4.1 

Table 4.1 Nonisothermal CSTR Parameter Values 

Steady state values: 

F= 40 ft3/h 

Cao = 0.50 lbmol A/ft3

T = 600 °R 

Fj = 49.9 ft3/h 

Parameter values : 

Vj = 3.85 ft3

E = 3x104 BTU/lbmol A/ft3

U = 150 BTU/h ft2 °R 

T = 530 °R 

C p = 0.75 BTU/lbm oR 

p = 50 lb m/ft3

V = 48 ft3

Ca = 0.245 lbmol A/ft3

Tj = 594.6 °R 

To = 530 oR 

cc = 7.08 x 1010 h-1

R = 1.99 BTU/lbmol °R 

AH = 250 ft2

= -3x104 BTU/lbmol 

C j = 1.0 BTU/lbm °R 

p j = 62.3 lb m/ft3
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4.3 CSTR Dynamic Modeling 

In Chapter 3, the principle for the dynamic modeling of a non-

linear chemical process using Quick Propagation (QP) in a neural 

network (NN) was discussed. In this chapter, the simulation studies are 

presented. Results are detailed in the following phases. 

a) Learning phase : 

In this phase, the neural network convergence results are 

presented. The best results were obtained when the network had nine, 

six, and two neurons in the input layer, hidden layer, output layer, 

respectively. The concentration output, Ca , was predicted one step into 

the future. A time step A t of 10-2 hour was used. After convergence, 

the network yielded very good results. During training, the decay-factor, 

which is the only tuning parameter in Quick Propagation, is lowered 

gradually for faster convergence. 

b) Testing phase : 

This phase demonstrates the network's ability to learn the non-

linear characteristics of the model. The results show the network 

prediction of the shape of the dynamic response. This was conducted 

while maintaining the trained Quick Propagation neural network 

parameters unchanged, and altering the process operating conditions. 

The network was able to learn the non-linear model characteristic. 

Moreover, it was capable of predicting the shape of the dynamic 

response. 
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c) Control phase : 

The principle of developing an inverse model is presented in this 

phase. The network was tested for various combinations of neurons. 

One of the best results was obtained when the network had nine, three, 

and two neurons in the input layer, hidden layer, and output layer, 

respectively. The network performed well in learning the inverse of 

process model. Table 4.2, shows the neural network, and Quick 

Propagation parameters used in simulation 

Table 4.2 Neural network simulation parameters 

Neural Network Structure: 

Number of neurons in the input layer 9 

Number of neurons in the hidden layer 6 

Number of neurons in the output layer 2 

Seed for random number function 7.0 

Tolerance 1.0 x 10-4

Random weight initialization range 0 - 1 

Quick Propagation Parameters : 

Activation function 1 
f (x) = 

1 + e -Dx

Gain (D) 0.9 

Noise parameter 5.0 x 10-3

Decay-factor 6.0 x 10-4

Maximum growth factor 1.95 
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The gain, D, was used to generate a sharper sigmoid activation 

function. A sharper function would assist in a faster convergence. 

Unfortunately, too large a value of D would be disadvantageous to the 

training process. Figure 4.2 shows the error after convergence between 

the neural network prediction and the model. Convergence accord about 

360 iterations of the network. 
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-0.0001 1 
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• 
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41 iT• 81 • 101 

• 
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Figure 4.2 Error after convergence between the network prediction and 

the model 

a) Learning Phase : 

Figure 4.3, shows the CSTR model, and the neural network 

prediction after convergence. It took the network 360 iterations to reach 

a complete convergence. The network was able to predict the 
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concentration values reasonably well. The decay factor was the only 

parameter needed to be gradually reduced for a faster convergence. 
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Figure 4.3 Concentration prediction on training data vs. time plot 

b) Testing Phase : 

Figure 4.4, shows the trained network prediction of the dynamic 

response shape. The testing was conducted after changing the process 

operating condition. Although, the network parameters were not 

changed, and no additional training was required, the network was 

capable of predicting the shape of the dynamic response. 
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Figure 4.4 Concentration prediction on testing data vs. time plot 

c) Control Phase : 

Figure 4.5, demonstrates the network's ability to learn the inverse 

process model. The network predicted the flow rates necessary to 

achieve desired concentration values. This model was developed by 

switching the future output and input values while following the same 

modeling approach. 
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Figure 4.5 Inverse process model 

4.4 Adaptive PID Controller : 

In Chapter 3, the concept behind constructing a self-tuning PID 

controller using Quick Propagation neural network was addressed. In 

this chapter, the simulation studies for this adaptive PID controller are 

presented. The results covers the implementation of the proposed model 

on two models : 

a- Non - linear arbitrary model, and a 

b- SISO, CSTR model. 

Each model was implemented in two phases : 

- Learning Phase, and 

- Testing Phase. 
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Table 4.3, shows the neural network, and the Quick Propagation 

parameters used in simulation. 

Table 4.3 Neural network simulation parameters for the non-linear 

model 

Neural Network Structure: 

Number of neurons in the input layer 9 

Number of neurons in the hidden layer 6 

Number of neurons in the output layer 3 

Seed for random number function 5.0 

Tolerance 1.0 x 10-4

Random weight initialization range 0 - 1 

Quick Propagation Parameters : 

Activation function 1 
f (x) = 

1+ e-Dx 

Gain (D) 3.0 

Noise parameter 5.0 x 10-3

Decay-factor 7.0 x 10-4

Maximum growth factor 1.75 

Proportional gain range 0.65 5 K 5 0.68 —> increment of 0.005 

Integral gain range 0.065 Ki 0.075 —> increment of 0.005 

Derivative gain range 0.005 Kd < 0.007 —> increment of 0.001 
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4.4.1 Non - Linear Arbitrary Model : 

- Learning Phase : 

Figure 4.6 shows the random variations in the set-point. These 

variations were accomplished by superimposing a PRS signal on the 

steady state values. These values, together with the corresponding 

output, and control action values are fed to the neural network for 

training. The network was trained to match pre-computed optimal PID 

gains. These gains were computed off-line using the Quick Propagation 

algorithm, and initialized with Ziegler and Nichols values. 
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Figure 4.6 Set-point variations, inputs to the QP NN 
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Figures 4.7 - 4.9 demonstrate the variations encountered in the 

proportional, integral, and differential gains, respectively. 
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Figure 4.7 Proportional gain variations corresponding to the set-point 

changes 
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Figure 4.8 Integral gain variations corresponding to the set-point 

changes 
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Figure 4.9 Differential gain variations corresponds to the set-point 

changes 

After Convergence : 

Figures 4.10 - 4.12 illustrate the neural network results after 

convergence on the training data. The network was able to maintain a 

tolerance value of 1.0 x 10-4 . The decay factor was gradually reduced 

for faster convergence. The network shows a good results in matching 

these optimal PID gains. 
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Figure 4.10 NN convergence to proportional gain variations 
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Figure 4.11 NN convergence to integral gain variations 
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Figure 4.12 NN convergence to differential gain variations 
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Testing Phase : 

Figure 4.13 shows the variations in the set-point. These variations were 

used as a test set for the trained neural network. 
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Figure 4.13 Set-point variations, inputs to QP NN 

Figures 4.14 - 4.16 illustrate the learned network after 

convergence on the new values of the proportional, integral, and 

derivative gains, respectively. The convergence was accomplished while 

maintaining the trained network parameters unchanged during 

simulation. 
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Figure 4.14 Proportional gain variations corresponding to the set-point 

changes, and the NN convergence 
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Figure 4.15 Integral gain variations corresponding to the set-point 

changes, and the NN convergence 
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Figure 4.16 Differential gain variations corresponding to the set-point 

changes, and the NN convergence 

Plant Output : 

Figures 4.17 - 4.19 demonstrate the network's ability as an auto-

tuner. During the testing phase, the network generates as an output the 

appropriate PID parameter values, that drives the plant to its target 

state. 
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Figure 4.17 Plant output for a random set-point value of 1.733 
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Figure 4.18 Plant output for a random set-point value of 2.501 
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Figure 4.19 Plant output for a random set-point value of 3.5 
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Table 4.4 , shows the neural network, and the Quick Propagation 

parameters used in training. 

Table 4.4 Neural network simulation parameters for the CSTR model 

Neural Network Structure: 

Number of neurons in the input layer 

Number of neurons in the hidden layer 

Number of neurons in the output layer 

Seed for random number function 

Tolerance 

Random weight initialization range 

Quick Propagation Parameters : 

Activation function 

Gain (D) 

Noise parameter 

Decay-factor 

Maximum growth factor 

Proportional gain range 

Integral gain range 

Derivative gain range 

f (x) = 1
1+ e-Dx 

9 

7 

3 

3.0 

1.0 x 10-2

0 - 1 

0.9 

5.0 x 10-3

4.0 x 10-2

1.95 

18.0 K 22 —*increment of 1.0 

64.0 K. .0 —*increment of 1.0 
1 

1.0 Kd 3.0 —> increment of 1.0 
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4.4.2 SISO CSTR Model : 

Learning Phase : 

Figure 4.20 shows the random variations in the set-point. These 

variations were accomplished by superimposing a 2% PRS signal on the 

steady state values. These values, together with the corresponding 

output, and control action values are fed to the neural network as a 

training set. The network was trained to match pre-computed optimal 

PID gains. These gains were computed using Quick Propagation 

algorithm, and initialized with Ziegler and Nichols values. 
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Figure 4.20 Set-point variations, inputs to the QP NN 

Figures 4.21 - 4.23 show the variations in the proportional, 

integral, and derivative gains, respectively. They also present the neural 

network output after convergence. 
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Figure 4.21 Proportional gain variations corresponding to the 

set-point changes, and the NN convergence 
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Figure 4.22 Integral gain variations corresponding to the set-point 

changes, and the NN convergence 
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Figure 4.23 Differential gain variations corresponding to the set-point 

changes, and the NN convergence 

Plant Output : 

The plant output after learning for different set-point changes are 

shown in Figures 4.24 - 4.27. The network was able to tune the PID 

parameters for each set-point satisfying the performance criteria. 
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Figure 4.24 Plant output after learning for a random set-point of 2.87 
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Figure 4.25 Plant output after learning for a random set-point of 1.404 
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Figure 4.26 Plant output after learning for a random set-point of 3.52 
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Figure 4.27 Plant output after learning for a random set-point of 2.57 
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Testing Phase : 

The set-point variations shown in Figure 4.28, were used as a test 

set for the trained neural network. 
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Figure 4.28 Set-point variations, inputs to the QP NN 

Figures 4.29 - 4.31 illustrate the trained network after 

convergence on the test set for the proportional, integral, and derivative 

gains, respectively. The convergence was accomplished while 

maintaining the network parameters unaltered. 
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Figure 4.29 Proportional gain variations corresponding to the set-point 

changes, and the NN convergence 
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Figure 4.30 Integral gain variations corresponding to the set-point 

changes, and the NN convergence 
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Figure 4.31 Differential gain variations corresponding to the set-point 

changes, and the NN convergence 

Plant Output : 

To verify the network versatility, and adaptation capabilities. 

Different set-points during the testing phase were used. 

Figures 4.32 - 4.34 illustrate the plant output. The appropriate 

parameter values generated from the neuromorphic self-tuning PID 

controller, were able to drive the plant to its target state. 
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Figure 4.32 Plant output for a random set-point value of 3.92 
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Figure 4.33 Plant output for a random set-point value of 1.708 
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Figure 4.34 Plant output for a random set-point value of 1.095 
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4.5 Discussion 

The simulation studies for the dynamic modeling of the CSTR 

using the Quick Propagation neural network are discussed in this 

section. Furthermore, in this section the results of the adaptive tuning 

of the PID controller are addressed. 

Modeling of the CSTR was carried out in three phases. Phase 1 

was concerned with the results of the Quick Propagation neural network 

after learning was completed. Phase 2 demonstrated the network's 

ability to learn the non-linear characteristics of the process model. 

Finally, the last phase gave an overview of the concept of developing an 

inverse process model. 

From the results presented in Figure 4.3, it is clear that the Quick 

Propagation neural network after convergence was able to predict the 

right concentration values. Moreover, after altering the operating 

conditions, and with different PRS magnitude, the network showed a 

good ability to predict the shape of the dynamic response. This may be 

observed from the results presented in Figure 4.4. An inverse process 

model was developed by switching the future output and input values 

while following the same modeling approach. This is illustrated in Figure 

4.5. This model could be implemented for control. From these results it 

may be concluded that the Quick Propagation neural network could be a 

powerful tool for both modeling, and control of non-linear chemical 

processes. It would also highlight the generalization properties of this 

approach. 
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The simulation studies for the self-tuning PID controller using the 

Quick Propagation neural network are also presented in this chapter. 

This technique was implemented on two different models: an arbitrary 

non-linear model, and a SISO, CSTR model. Each model was addressed 

through two phases. Learning phase, and testing phase. The learning 

phase may be observed from the results presented in Figures 4.10 - 4.12 

for the non-linear arbitrary model, and in Figures 4.21 - 4.23 for the 

CSTR model. From these figures, it is clear that the Quick Propagation 

neural network was capable to match these gains. The results presented 

in Figures 4.14 - 4.16, and 4.29 - 4.31 were conducted in the testing 

phase. From these results, it may be observed that the Quick 

Propagation neural network can successfully converge to a new data set 

not included in the training session. The testing results for the plant 

outputs to random set-point changes could be seen in Figures 4.17 -

4.19 for the non-linear model, and in Figures 4.32 - 4.34 for the CSTR 

model. Also results from the CSTR model during the training session are 

demonstrated in Figures 4.24 - 4.27. From these results, it may be 

observed that the plant output responses after learning, and during 

testing demonstrate a satisfactory performance. 

In the testing phase, the Quick Propagation neural network was 

capable of maintaining the desired performance criteria. Although, the 

trained network parameters were fixed, and no additional training was 

accomplished, the plant output was driven to its target state for set-

points not encountered during the training session. 
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The simulation studies for the self-tuning PID controller using a 

Quick Propagation neural network, compared to Ziegler and Nichols 

tuning method will be presented in the next chapter. 
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5. COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM WITH A 

TRADITIONAL TECHNIQUE 

5.1 Introduction 

The simulation studies for the self-tuning PID controller were 

discussed in Chapter 4. In this Chapter, a performance evaluation is 

made between the proposed method, and the Ziegler and Nichols (Z & N) 

method [20]. The results will cover both the arbitrary non-linear model 

and the SISO, CSTR model. First, the non-linear model is tested for 

different set-point changes. Plant outputs from both methods are 

demonstrated. Second, the SISO, CSTR model is tested under different 

plant disturbances. The disturbances are based on three different plant 

parameters : 

a) + 50% uncertainty in the process gain, 

b) + 50% uncertainty in the plant time constant, 

c) + 30% uncertainty in the transportation lag. 

The tests were run for each condition separately. This allowed for 

examination of the learning and generalization properties of the 

purposed neuromorphic self-tuning PID controller. The results were 

compared to those obtained using the Z & N method. 



5.2 Ziegler and Nichols Technique 

In the last few decades, several methods were developed that were 

capable of tuning the PID controller parameters. One of the most 

popular techniques is the Ziegler and Nichols tuning method [20]. This 

method was based on the concept of system stability, analyzed on the 

complex plane as a Nyquist curve. The real, and imaginary parts of the 

open loop system transfer function are plotted for the whole frequency 

range. The regulator parameters could be determined from the 

intersection point of the Nyquist curve with the negative real axis. This 

point is characterized by two attributes : the ultimate gain, Ku , and the 

ultimate period, Pu. The ultimate gain brings the system to a stability 

boundary under pure proportional control. The controller gain is 

gradually increased until the closed loop response oscillates 

continuously. The Ku value at the beginning of oscillation is considered 

the ultimate gain. The oscillation period is considered as the ultimate 

period. Once the ultimate gain, and the ultimate period were found, the 

Ziegler and Nichols frequency response method could be implemented 

for controller parameters adjustment. The implementation is based on 

the following equations : 

Kp = 0.6 Ku (5.1) 

= 0.5 Pu (5.2) 

lid = 0.125 Pu (5.3) 

where K. K. and lid, are the proportional, integral, and differential 

gains, respectively. 
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Another technique developed was called the Ziegler and Nichols 

quarter-decay ratio which was based on step response data to determine 

the PID parameters. The optimum settings for the controller parameters 

could be determined using the following equations : 

K 
= 

P
c

(5.4) — 
( k1.2) (:r 

€ T 

Ki = 2 137. (5.5) 

Kd = 0.5 OT (5.6) 

where Ice , T, and AT are the process gain, time constant, and dead time, 

respectively. Both techniques were investigated. Better results were 

obtained from the latter approach. During simulation a r was introduced 

as e + TA . 

5.3 Non-Linear model : 

Figures 5.1 - 5.6 show the plant output for different set-point 

changes. These changes were accomplished by superimposing a PRS 

signal to the steady state value of one. By allowing these variations, 

enough dynamics are introduced to the system. 

The simulation results demonstrate the Z & N tuning method in 

Figures 5.1, 5.3, and 5.5. The results of the neuromorphic auto-tuning 

method are illustrated in Figures 5.2, 5.4, and 5.6. 
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Figure 5.2 NN method for a random set-point change of 1.77 
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Figure 5.4 NN method for a random set-point change of 2.49 
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Figure 5.5 Z & N tuning method for a random set-point change of 3.54 
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Figure 5.6 NN method for a random set-point change of 3.54 
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5.4 SISO CSTR model 

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the plant output for a step change in the 

set-point. This change is introduced to the PID controller for parameter 

tuning. These parameters are tuned using the Z & N, and NN methods. 
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Figure 5.7 Z & N tuning method for a random set-point change of 1.77 
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Figure 5.8 NN method for the random set-point change of 1.77 
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5.4.1 Process Gain ( 50 % increase) : 

The set-point variations shown in Figure 5.9 were used as a test 

set for the trained neural network. 
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Figure 5.9 Set-point variations, inputs to the QP NN 

Figures 5.10 - 5.12 illustrate the trained network convergence 

capability on the test set for the proportional, integral, and derivative 

gains, respectively. The convergence was accomplished while 

maintaining the network parameters unaltered. 
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Figure 5.10 Proportional gain variations corresponding to the 

set-point changes, after the NN convergence 
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Figure 5.11 Integral gain variations corresponding to the set-point 

changes, after the NN convergence 
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Figure 5.12 Differential gain variations corresponding to the set-point 

changes, after the NN convergence 

Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the plant output response for the PID 

parameters, using Z&N method before and after tuning, respectively. 

The controller parameters were reevaluated using Equations 5.4 - 5.6. 

Figure 5.15 shows the neural network adaptation method under the 

same conditions. The results show that Z & N after retuning was capable 

of redu ing the overshoot, and the settling time by 16%, and 33%, 

respectively. The proposed technique illuminated the overshoot, and 

reduced the settling time by 83%. 
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Figure 5.15 NN adaptation for the set-point value of 3.01 

Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show the plant output response for the PID 

parameters, using Z&N method before and after tuning, respectively. 

Figure 5.18 shows the neural network adaptation method under the 

same conditions. The results show that Z & N after retuning was capable 

of reducing the overshoot, and the settling time by 18%, and 33%, 

respectively. The proposed technique reduced the overshoot, and the 

settling time by 89%, and 66%, respectively. 
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Figure 5.17 Z&N after tuning to random set-point value of 1.77 
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Figure 5.18 NN adaptation to the set-point change of 1.77 
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5.4.2 Process Time Constant ( 50 % increase) : 

The set-point variations shown in Figure 5.19 were used as a test 

set for the trained neural network. 
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Figure 5.19 Set-point variations, inputs to the QP NN 

Figures 5.20 - 5.22 show the trained network convergence on the 

test set for the proportional, integral, and derivative gains, respectively. 

The convergence was accomplished while maintaining the network 

parameters unaltered. 
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Figure 5.20 Proportional gain variations corresponding to the set-point 

changes, and the NN convergence 
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Figure 5.21 Integral gain variations corresponding to the set-point 

changes, and the NN convergence 
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Figure 5.22 Differential gain variations corresponding to the set-point 

changes, and the NN convergence 

Figures 5.23 and 5.24 illustrate the plant output response for the 

PID parameters using Z&N method before and after tuning, respectively. 

Figure 5.25 shows the neural network adaptation method under the 

same conditions. The results show that Z & N after retuning was capable 

of reducing the overshoot, and the settling time by 35%, and 20%, 

respectively. The proposed neural network technique reduced the 

overshoot, and the settling time by 75%, and 40%, respectively. 
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Figure 5.23 Z&N before tuning to a random set-point value of 1.5 
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Figure 5.24 Z&N after tuning to a random set-point value of 1.5 
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Figure 5.25 NN adaptation to the set-point value of 1.5 

In Figures 5.26 and 5.27 the plant output response using Z & N 

method before and after tuning are presented respectively. Figure 5.28 

shows the neural network adaptation method under the same 

conditions for a set-point change of 3.75. 
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Figure 5.26 Z&N before tuning to a random set-point value of 3.75 
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Figure 5.27 Z&N after tuning to a random set-point value of 3.75 
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Figure 5.28 NN adaptation to the set-point value of 3.75 
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5.4.3 Process Transportation Lag ( 30 % increase ): 

The set-point variations shown in Figure 5.29 were used as test 

set for the trained neural network. 
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Figure 5.29 Set-point variations, inputs to the QP NN 

6 

Figures 5.30 - 5.32 present the trained neural network 

convergence on the test set for the proportional, integral, and differential 

gains, respectively. Maintaining the Quick Propagation neural network 

parameters unchanged, the network was capable to converge 

successfully. The convergence was performed on a set of data, not part 

of the training set. 
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Figure 5.30 Proportional gain variations corresponding to the 

set-point changes, and the NN convergence 
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Figure 5.31 Integral gain variations corresponding to the set-point 

changes, and the NN convergence 
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Figure 5.32 Differential gain variations corresponding to the set-point 

changes, and the NN convergence 

Figures 5.33 and 5.34 show the plant output response to the Z & 

N method before and after tuning respectively. Figure 5.35 shows the 

neural network adaptation method under the same conditions. 

Figure 5.33 illustrates how the Z & N method was incapable of driving 

the plant to its target state during the designated time span. The results 

show that Z & N after retuning was capable of reducing the overshoot, 

and the settling time by 34%, and 33%, respectively. The proposed 

neural network technique reduced the overshoot, and the settling time 

by 86%, and 58%, respectively. 
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Figure 5.33 Z&N before tuning to a random set-point value of 1.77 
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Figure 5.34 Z&N•after tuning to a random set-point value of 1.77 
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Figure 5.35 NN adaptation to the set-point value of 1.77 

In Figures 5.36 and 5.37, the designated time span was increased. 

The plant was able to reach its desired state. Figure 5.38 shows the NN 

adaptation method implemented over the same time span. 
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Figure 5.36 Z&N before tuning, with the time plot added 
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Figure 5.37 Z&N after tuning, with the time plot added 
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Figure 5.38 NN adaptation, with the time plot added 

In Figures 5.39 - 5.44 the plant output is demonstrated for 

different set-point changes. Figures 5.39 and 5.40 shows the plant 

outputs using the Z&N method before and after tuning, respectively. 

Figure 5.41 shows the adaptation using Quick Propagation NN under 

the same conditions. The results show that Z & N after retuning was 

capable of reducing the overshoot, and the settling time by 44%, and 

33%, respectively. The proposed technique reduced the overshoot, and 

the settling time by 70%, and 56%, respectively. 
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Figure 5.39 Z&N before tuning to a random set-point value of 2.49 
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Figure 5.40 Z&N after tuning to a random set-point value of 2.49 
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Figure 5.41 NN adaptation to the set-point value of 2.49 
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Figure 5.42 Z&N before tuning to a random set-point value of 3.54 
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Figure 5.43 Z&N after tuning to a random set-point value of 3.54 
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Figure 5.44 NN adaptation to the set-point value of 3.54 
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5.5 Discussion 

The simulation studies for the self-tuning PID controller using QP 

neural networks, compared to Ziegler and Nichols tuning method were 

presented in this chapter. These two approaches were applied to two 

different models: an arbitrary non-linear model with different set-point 

changes, and a SISO, CSTR model subjected to various plant 

uncertainties. These uncertainties were reflected on three plant 

parameters. First, a 50 % increase in the process gain was introduced. 

The performance of both the trained neural network, and the Z & N 

tuning method were monitored as the plant performance was observed. 

Second, a 50 % increase in the process time constant was implemented. 

Finally, a 30 % increase in the process transportation lag was 

introduced, while tracking the plant output toward its desired values. 

From these results, it is clear that the desired response obtained 

from the adaptive tuning of the PID using Quick Propagation neural 

network are more promising than those obtained using the Z & N off -

line tuning method. Simulations conducted for the 50 % increase in 

process gain shown in Figures 5.13 - 5.18, project the advantages of the 

proposed technique over the Z & N tuning method. The plant was able to 

reach its desired target values faster, more robustly, and without being 

under - damped. For different set-point changes, the Quick Propagation 

neural network was able to tune the PID parameters and maintain the 

desired performance. Although the neural network did not require 

additional training for such disturbances, it was capable of achieving a 

satisfactory performance. The proposed technique was capable of 

illuminating the overshoot, and reducing the settling time by 83%. This 
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would highlight the generalization properties of the Quick Propagation 

neural network. It also explores its learning capabilities through non-

linear mapping. 

The simulation conducted for the 50 % increase in the process 

time constant, shown in Figures 5.23 - 5.28, proved the tuning ability of 

the neural network. The Z & N tuning method suffers from being too 

under - damped. Moreover, the Quick Propagation neural network did 

not require additional training or parameter tuning in order to 

successfully reach the target state within the desired performance. The 

proposed technique demonstrated a reduction in the overshoot, and the 

settling time by 75%, and 40%, respectively. 

Finally, when simulating the process with a 30 % increase in the 

transportation lag, the Z & N method was not able to drive the plant to 

its target state within the designated time span. This is illustrated 

Figures 5.33 - 5.35. In contrast, the Quick Propagation neural network 

proved capable of driving the plant towards the desired value. Although, 

the model uncertainties were considerably severe, the proposed method 

shows a better control performance. Further investigation was made by 

extending the designated time span for each set-point change. The 

simulation results demonstrated in Figures 5.36 - 5.44, established the 

advantages of the proposed approach. The Quick Propagation neural 

network was more robust, more adaptable and did not experience 

damping. It proved to be an efficient technique to achieve a better 

control performance. The proposed neural network technique reduced 

the overshoot, and the settling time by 86%, and 58%, respectively. 
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The rapid development of chemical industries, the increasing 

complexity in design requirements, and the need to attain these 

requirements with less precise knowledge of the plant and its 

environment. Moreover, a need exists to control a plant under increased 

uncertainty. All these factors have given rise to the development of 

innovative control strategies. 

From the discussions in earlier chapters of this thesis, it may be 

observed that an adaptive control strategy based on the inherently 

parallel nature of neural networks may be a strong candidate to satisfy 

the above requirements. Upon examination of the results presented in 

this research work, it may be concluded that a Quick Propagation 

neural network for adaptive tuning of the PID controller parameters 

would be adequate to drive the plant to its target state. Furthermore, 

under different model uncertainties, this approach leads to attaining the 

desired control performance. This is in contrast to the performance 

using some other traditional techniques such as the Ziegler and Nichols 

tuning methods. 

The two main objectives of this thesis were to explore the mapping 

capabilities of the Quick Propagation neural network in system 

identification, and in adaptive control. Also, the aim was to develop an 



algorithm which would use fewer tuning parameters and could be 

considerably faster for problems which require larger and more complex 

network architecture. The general motivation for this research work was 

given in Chapter 1. The different schemes for self-tuning of a PID 

controller using neural networks were presented. Recent trends in 

system identification, and adaptive control were discussed. The 

requirements for a faster learning algorithm with more identifiable 

learning speed were also described. 

The learning algorithm used to develop the system identification, 

and adaptive control schemes were addressed in Chapter 2. The basic 

idea for the proposed algorithm was to establish a better understanding 

of the factors governing the learning speed during the neural network 

training process. From this knowledge, it would be easier to avoid the 

necessity for excessive parameter tuning. Furthermore, achieving 

convergence without requiring a lengthy training process was possible. 

This adaptation algorithm was first implemented with a 

feedforward neural network in system identification. It was also used in 

the adaptation of a self-tuning PID controller. Both implementations 

were presented in Chapter 3. The chemical process used in the 

implementation studies was described in Chapter 4. Based on these 

developments, the simulation results for both the dynamic modeling of 

the chemical process and the neuromorphic self-tuning PID controller 

were able to demonstrate the achievement of implementing the Quick 

Propagation neural network. The simulations were addressed in Chapter 

4. 
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The next goal in this thesis was to compare the performance of 

this adaptive tuning approach with one of the traditional tuning 

techniques, the Ziegler and Nichols tuning method. The latter method 

was reviewed and implemented on the same model. The idea was to 

investigate the effectiveness of each method under the following specific 

disturbance conditions : 

1. 50 % model uncertainty in the process gain, 

2. 50 % model uncertainty in the process time constant, 

3. 30 % model uncertainty in the process transportation lag. 

The simulation results for this comparison were presented in Chapter 5. 

From the results presented in this thesis, it is clear that the Quick 

Propagation feedforward neural network could function successfully in 

process identification and adaptive control. In the presence and absence 

of the model uncertainties, the proposed technique was able to achieve 

the desired control performance. Unlike the Quick Propagation neural 

network method, the Z & N algorithm was not capable of maintaining 

the desired performance criteria, under these uncertainties. This was 

accomplished without altering the Quick Propagation neural network 

parameters, and without additional training. This demonstrated the 

advantages of the Quick Propagation neural network; it also showed its 

capability to learn the non-linear relationships through input-output 

mapping. 

From the above discussion, it may be concluded that with the 

implementation of the Quick Propagation algorithm, it is possible to 

develop a self-tuning PID controller. This controller has the capabilities 
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of meeting the desired control performance under plant/model 

mismatch such as those listed above. From this thesis, the following 

conclusions about the identification and adaptive control using Quick 

Propagation neural network may be summarized as follows : 

1. From the plant input-output data, the Quick Propagation neural 

network was able to learn the non-linear dynamic model. Its ability to 

identify non-linear relationships, and the characteristics of being 

fundamentally a parallel technique made the proposed method very 

promising. 

2. By employing the error signal as a teaching signal for the Quick 

Propagation neural network, the proposed technique could be used for 

process adaptation. This technique had some advantages, specially 

when the plant was subjected to different uncertainties. Also, 

monitoring the plant output to match the desired performance criteria 

proved successful. 

6.1 Recommendations for future work 

The research work described in this thesis has potential for 

extension. The simulation results presented in this research work were 

limited to the SISO type of processes. These simulations may possibly be 

extended to MIMO processes. The adaptation technique implemented in 

this study, may be interesting if applied to such processes. The Quick 

Propagation neural network approach may be verified, proving its 

success in a MIMO. process implementation. Furthermore, as the plant 

dynamics change, the Quick Propagation neural network, in response to 
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this, may still be able to adequately tune the PID controller parameters 

in order to match the desired performance. The modification and 

performance evaluation of the Quick Propagation neural network 

algorithm , and the adaptive tuning of the PID controller for non-linear 

systems require further research. 

Finally, the practical implementation of the proposed adaptive 

control technique to physical systems may lead to further application of 

the Quick Propagation neural network in control problems. 
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Appendix 1 

Nomenclature 

AH Heat transfer area, ft2

CSTR = Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor 

Ca Outlet feed concentration, lbmol a/ft3

Ca concentration, Inlet feed  lbmol a/ft3
o

Heat capacity of the process liquid, BTU/lbm oR 

C . = Heat capacity of cooling water, BTU/lbm oR 

e(k) 

f (z) 

F
o 

F. 

f'(z) 

H . 

H . 

J(e) 

Activation energy, BTU/lbmol A/ft3

Error signal at time k 

Outlet feed flow rate, ft3/h 

Non-linear function 

Inlet feed flow rate, ft3/h 

Jacket volumetric flow rate, ft3/h 

Steady state of the jacket volumetric flow rate, ft3/h 

Steady state value for outlet flow rate, ft3/h 

Derivative of the non-linear function 

Enthalpy of process liquid, BTU/lbmol 

Output vector of neuron in the hidden layer 

Enthalpy of cooling water, BTU/lbmol 

Error function 

Specific reaction rate constant, sampling interval 
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Kp , 
1 

K. , Kd = Prop ortional,integral, and differential gain respectively 

MIMO= Multi Input Multi Output 

NN = Neural network 

PRS = Pseudo Random Signal 

PID = Proportional, Integral, and Derivative controller 

Q = Heat transfer rate, BTU/h 

QP = QuickProp algorithm 

R = Perfect gas constant, BTU/lbmol °R 

r(k) = Reference input signal at time k 

Sk 
= Output vector 

SISO = Single Input Single Output 

Tabs = Absolute temperature, °R 

T. = Cooling water temperature in the jacket, °R 

T
o 

= Process inlet temperature, °R 

T. = Inlet jacket temperature, °R 
Jo 

T = Process outlet temperature, °R 

T = Steady state value of process outlet temperature, °R 

U = Overall heat transfer coefficient, BTU/h ft2 °R 

u(k) = Control action at time k 

u(k-1) = Control action at the previous time instant 

Ui = Input vector 

V = Volume of water in CSTR, ft3

min 
= Minimum water volume in CSTR, ft3

V. = Volume of water in jacket, ft3
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V = 

W..ij = 

Wjk = 

Wk + 1 = 

Wk = 

y(k) = 

- Z 1 = 

Greek Symbol 

X = 

a = 

11. = 

Vk 

A w(t) = 

Steady state value for volume of water in CSTR, ft3

Weight vector connecting jth node to the ith node 

Weight vector connecting kth node to the j •th node 

Weight value at time k+1 

Weight value at the previous time instant k 

Plant output signal at time k 

Unit delay 

Density of process liquid, lbm /ft3

Heat of reaction, BTU/lbmol 

Pre exponential factor 

Adaptive gain or convergence factor 

Maximum growth factor in Quick Propagation 

Value of gradient at a point on the error surface 

Rate of change in weight value 

a E 
Gradient, partial derivative, of the error function w(t) 

p J Density of cooling water 
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Appendix 2 
Source Code 

2.1 The main Program 

/**********************************************************************************/ 

/* file QP.c:contains main program and network creation routines.*/ 
/**********************************************************************************/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <signal.h> 
#include <setjmp.h> 

#ifdef DOS16 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#endif 

#ifdef DOS32 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#endif 

#ifdef UNIX 
#include <malloc.h> 
#define SIGINT 2 
#define CLOCKS_PER_SEC 1000000.0 
extern long clock(); 
#endif 

#ifdef INTEGER 
#include "ibp.h" 
#else 
#include "rbp.h" 
#endif 

/* an addition for large data sets 

INT32 g = 0; 

/* built-in C functions */ 

extern int rand(); 
extern void srandO; 

/* functions from io.c */ 

*/ 
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#ifdef INTEGER 
extern int scale(); 
extern REAL unscaleO; 
#endif 

extern void help(), printweights(); 
extern void restoreweights(), saveweights(), texterrorO; 
extern WTTYPE rdr(); 
extern int pgO, printoutunits(), readchO, readintO; 
extern REAL readchar(); 
extern char *readstr(); 

/* functions from misc.c */ 

extern void clear(), nullpatterns(), findendofpats(), kick(); 
extern void setonepat(), setoutputpat(), whittle(); 
extern int loadpat(), patcheck(), run(); 

/* global variables used in all versions */ 

char activation; /* activation function, p or s */ 
WTTYPE alpha; /* momentum term */ 
char backprop; /* flags whether to back propagate error for */ 

/* units close to their targets */ 
int benchmark; /* flags benchmarking in progress */ 
int bufferend; /* index of last character in input line */ 
int bufferptr; /* position of next character in buffer */ 
char buffer[buffsize];/* holds contents of one input line */ 
int ch; /* general purpose character variable */ 
FILE *copy; /* file pointer to copy file */ 
char copyflag; /* + for copying, - for no copy */ 
jmp_buf cmdloopstate; /* to save state in case of a SIGINT */ 
WTTYPE D; /* sigmoid sharpness */ 
FILE *data; /* file for original data */ 
char *datafilename; /* copy of the data file name saved here */ 
WTTYPE dbdeta; /* the initial eta value for the DBD method */ 
WTTYPE decay; /* the decay parameter for the DBD method */ 
char deny; /* flags type of derivative to use */ 
char echo; /* controls echoing of characters during input */ 
char emptystring; /* for unused string values */ 
REAL errorperunit; 
WTTYPE eta; 
WTTYPE eta2; 
WTTYPE etamax; 
int extraconnect; 

/* average unsquared error on output layer */ 
/* basic learning rate */ 
/* learning rate for lower layers */ 

/* the maximum eta for the DBD method */ 
/* flags the use of connections between */ 
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/* non-adjacent layers */ 
FILE *filestack[4]; /* allows for nested reads from files */ 
int filestackptr; /* has the index of the current file */ 
int format[maxformat];/* each value in format indicates where to put 

int goal; 
UNIT *hlayer; 
UNIT *ilayer; 
char informat; 

/* a blank for compressed output mode or a */ 
/* carriage return for real output */ 

/* successes desired when benchmarking */ 
/* pointer to list of units in second layer */ 

/* pointer to list of units in third layer */ 
/* controls format to read numbers */ 

WTTYPE initialkick; /* the range weights are initialized to */ 
char *inputfile; /* name of file to take extra commands from */ 
int iter; /* for counting iterations in one run */ 
UNIT *jlayer; /* pointer to list of units in fourth layer */ 
WTTYPE kappa; /* the DBD learning parameter */ 
UNIT *klayer; /* pointer to list of units in fifth layer */ 
WTTYPE kicksize; /* range of random weights when benchmarking 
*/ 
LAYER *last; /* has address of the output layer */ 
int lastprint; /* last iteration pattern responses printed */ 
int lastsave; /* last time weights were saved */ 
INT32 lineno; /* counts lines for paging */ 
int maxiter; /* maximum iterations when benchmarking */ 
int maxtries; /* max networks to try when benchmarking */ 
WTTYPE mu; /* the quickprop acceleration factor */ 
short nlayers; /* number of layers in network */ 
WTTYPE noise; /* noise parameter for dbd */ 
int npats; /* number of patterns currently in use */ 
char outformat; /* controls format to print output */ 
char outstr[OUTSTRSIZE]; /* the output string */ 
int pagesize; /* size of page for pg */ 
char patform; /* flags general or classification pattern format */ 
REAL pct_right; /* % of training patterns correct */ 
int prevnpats; /* previous number of patterns, initially 0 */ 
int printrate; /* printrate when benchmarking */ 
WTTYPE qmark; /* value for ? in compressed input */ 
WTTYPE qpdecay; /* the quickprop decay */ 
WTTYPE qpeta; /* the quickprop eta */ 
WTTYPE qpnoise; /* quickprop noise (integer version only) */ 
int qpslope; /* flags using slope in quickprop all the time */ 
int readerror; /* flags an error in reading a value */ 
int readingpattern; /* flags reading pattern state */ 
char ringbell; /* flag to ring bell when finished */ 
int right; /* number of training patterns learned */ 
int saverate; /* rate at which to save weights */ 
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unsigned seed; /* seed for generating random weights */ 
SEEDNODE *seedstart; /* the list of user defined seeds */ 
short skiprate; /* number of times to bypass a learned pattern */ 
LAYER *start; /* has address of the input layer */ 
char summary; /* flags summary output mode */ 
int testpat; /* pattern to skip when benchmarking; else 0 */ 
char *testfile; /* file to take test patterns from */ 
WTTYPE thetal; /* the DBD parameter */ 
WTTYPE theta2; /* 1 - thetal */ 
WTTYPE toler; /* value used in testing for completion */ 
WTTYPE toosmall; /* weights smaller than toosmall were removed 
*1

#ifdef INTEGER 
INT3 2 totaldiff; /* totals errors to find average error per unit */ 
# else 
REAL totaldiff; 
#endif 
int totaliter; /* counts total iterations for the program */ 
char *trainfile; /* file to take training patterns from */ 
int unlearned; /* number unlearned in last learning cycle */ 
char update; /* flags type of update rule to use */ 
char up_to_date_stats;/* + does an extra forward pass after update */ 
int wrong; /* number of training patterns unlearned */ 
char w[8] = "weights",/* the string, weights */ 
char *wtfile; /* file to write weights to */ 
char wtformat; /* controls format to save and restore weights */ 
char wtlimithit; /* flags whether the limit has been hit */ 
int wttotal; /* total number of weights in use */ 

/* global variable for the symmetric integer version */ 

#ifdef SYMMETRIC 
WTTYPE stdthresh; /* the standard threshold weight value */ 
#endif 

/* given a layer no. and unit no. locateunit returns the address */ 
UNIT *locateunit(layerno,unitno) 
int layerno, unitno; 
{int i; 
UNIT *u; 
LAYER *layer; 

layer = start; 
for(i= 1 ;i< = (layerno- 1) ,i++) layer = layer-> next; 
u = (UNIT *) layer->units; 
while (u != NULL 868G u->unitnumber != unitno) u = u->next; 
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if (u == NULL) 
printf("there is no unit %3d in layer %3d\n",unitno,layerno); 

return(u); 
} 

#ifdef SYMMETRIC 

INT32 wtaddress(i,j,biasunit,type,size) /* Returns the address of a */ 
int i,j; /* weight (1), olddw (2), */ 
int biasunit; /* eta (3), total (4), */ 
int type; /* or slope (5) */ 

int size; /* One is created if it */ 
/* doesn't already exist. */ 

{ int k; 
INT32 addr; 
UNIT *u; 
WTNODE *w; 

if (biasunit) addr = (INT32) malloc(size); 
else if (j >= i) addr = (INT32) malloc(size); 
else /* the item already exists, so find its address */ 
{ 
u = locateunit(2,j); 
w = (WTNODE *) u->wtlist; 
k = 1; 
while (k < i) 
{ 
w = w->next; 
k = k + 1; 

}; 
if (type == 1) addr = (INT32) w->weight; 
else if (type == 2) addr = (INT32) w->olddw; 
else if (type == 3) addr = (INT32) w->eta; 
else if (type == 4) addr = (INT32) w->total; 
else addr = (INT32) w->slope; 

1; • 
return(addr); 
} 

void setweight(w,i,j,biasunit) /* set initial values in w */ 
WTNODE *w; 
short i, j; 
int biasunit; 
{WTTYPE *s; 

s = (WTTYPE *) wtaddress(ij,biasunit,l,WTSIZE); 
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*s = 0; 
w->weight = s; 
s = (WTTYPE *) wtaddress(i,j,biasunit,2,WTSIZE); 
*s = 0; 
w->olddw = s; 
s = (WTTYPE *) wtaddress(i,j,biasunit,3,WTSIZE); 
*s = eta; 
w->eta = s; 
#ifdef INTEGER 
w->total = (INT32 *) wtaddress(i,j,biasunit,4,sizeof(INT32)); 
#else 
w->total = (REAL *) wtaddress(i,j,biasunit,4,sizeof(REAL)); 
#endif 
} 

#else 

void setweight(w,i,j,biasunit) /* set initial values in w */ 
WTNODE *w; 
short i,j; 
int biasunit; 
{ 
w->weight = 0; 
w->olddw = 0; 
w->slope = 0; 
w->eta = dbdeta; 
} 

#endif 

LAYER *mklayer(prevlayer,n) /* creates a layer of n units, pointers */ 
LAYER *prevlayer; /* and weights back to the units in the */ 
int n; /* previous layer and links this new */ 

/* layer into the list of layers */ 
{UNIT *front, *p, *q, *bias, *prey, *ptr; 
WTNODE *wfront, *wprev, *w; 
LAYER *lptr; 
int i, j, count; 

/* make a list of nodes in this layer */ 

count = 1; 
front = (UNIT *) malloc(sizeof(UNIT)); 
front->unitnumber = count; 
front->layernumber = nlayers; 
prey = front; 
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for(i=1;i<n;i++) 
{ 
count = count + 1; 
ptr = (UNIT *) malloc(sizeof(UNIT)); 
prev->next = ptr; 
ptr->unitnumber = count; 
ptr->layernumber = nlayers; 
prey = ptr; 

1; 
prev->next = NULL; 

/* make a LAYER node to point to this list of units */ 

1ptr = (LAYER *) malloc(sizeof(LAYER)); 
1ptr->unitcount = n; 
1ptr->patstart = NULL; 
1ptr->currentpat = NULL; 
1ptr->backlayer = prevlayer; 
1ptr->next = NULL; 
(UNIT *) 1ptr->units = front; /* connect the list of units */ 

/* return if this is the input layer */ 

if (prevlayer == NULL) return(lptr); 
prevlayer->next = 1ptr; 

/* If we are working on a deeper layer, for every node in this layer, 
/* create a linked list back to units in the previous layer. */ 

i = 1; 
q = front; 
while (q != NULL) /* do a unit */ 
{ 
j = 1; /* handle first connection */ 
p = (UNIT *) prevlayer->units; 
wfront = (WTNODE *) malloc(sizeof(WTNODE)); 
wttotal = wttotal + 1; 
(WTNODE *) q->wtlist = wfront; 
wprev = wfront; 
(UNIT *) wfront->backunit = p; 
setweight(wfront,i,j,0); 
p = p->next; 
while (p != NULL) /* handle rest of connections */ 
{ 
j = j + 1; 
w = (WTNODE *) malloc(sizeof(WTNODE)); 
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wttotal = wttotal + 1; 
wprev->next = w; 
(UNIT *) w->backunit = p; 
setweight(w,i,j,0); 
wprev = w; 
p = p->next; 

}; 
j = j + 1; 
bias = (UNIT *) malloc(sizeof(UNIT)); /* create a bias unit */ 
bias->oj = scale(1.0); 
bias->layernumber = nlayers; 
bias->unitnumber = 32767; /* bias unit is unit 32767 */ 
w = (WTNODE *) malloc(sizeof(WTNODE)); /* connect to end of list */ 
wttotal = wttotal + 1; 
wprev->next = w; 
(UNIT *) w->backunit = bias; 
setweight(w,n+2,i,1); 
w->next = NULL; 
q = q->next; 
i = i + 1; 

}; 
return(lptr); 
} 

#ifndef SYMMETRIC 

void connect(a,b,range) /* add a connection from unit a to unit b */ 
UNIT *a, *b; /* connections go in increasing order */ 
WTTYPE range; 

{WTNODE *wnew, *w, *wprev; 
• UNIT *wunit; 
int farenough; 

wnew = (WTNODE *) malloc(sizeof(WTNODE)); 
wttotal = wttotal + 1; 
wnew->eta = dbdeta; 
wnew->weight = range * (rand() & 32767) / 32768; 
if ((rand() & 32767) > 16383) wnew->weight = -wnew->weight; 
wnew->olddw = 0; 
wnew->slope = 0; 
(UNIT *) wnew->backunit = a; 
w = (WTNODE *) b->wtlist; 
wprev = NULL; 
wunit = (UNIT *) w->backunit; 
farenough = 0; /* insert the weight in order */ 
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while (w != NULL 8686 !farenough) 
if (wunit->layernumber > a->layernumber) farenough = 1; 
else if (wunit->layernumber == a->layernumber) 
while (w != NULL && !farenough) 
{ 
if (wunit->unitnumber < a->unitnumber && 

wunit->layernumber == a->layernumber) 
{ 
wprev = w; 
w = w->next; 
wunit = (UNIT *) w->backunit; 

} 
else farenough = 1; 

} 
else 
{ 
wprev = w; 
w = w->next; 
wunit = (UNIT *) w->backunit; 

1; 
if (wprev == NULL) 
{ 
wnew->next = w; 
(WTNODE *) b->wtlist = wnew; 

} 
else 
{ 
wnew->next = w; 
wprev->next = wnew; 

1; 
} 

void addhiddenunit(layerno,range) 
int layerno; /* add hidden unit to end of the layer */ 
WTTYPE range; 
{ 
LAYER *lptr, *prevlayer, *nextlayer; 
UNIT *u, *prevu, *p, *bias; 
WTNODE *wnode; 
int i, unitno; 

1ptr = start; 
for (i=1;i <= (layerno - 1); i++) 1ptr = 1ptr->next; 
unitno = 1ptr->unitcount; 
1ptr->unitcount = unitno + 1; 
prevu = locateunit(layerno,unitno); 
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if (prevu == NULL) return; 
u = (UNIT *) malloc(sizeof(UNIT)); 
prevu->next = u; 
u->next = NULL; 
u->unitnumber = unitno + 1; 
u->layernumber = layerno; 
bias = (UNIT *) malloc(sizeof(UNIT)); 
bias->oj = scale(1.0); 
bias->layernumber = layerno; 
bias->unitnumber = 32767; /* bias unit is unit 32767 */ 
wnode = (WTNODE *) malloc(sizeof(WTNODE)); 
wttotal = wttotal + 1; 
wnode->weight = range * (rand() 8632767) / 32768; 
if ((rand() 8632767) > 16383) wnode->weight = -wnode->weight; 
wnode->olddw = 0; 
wnode->slope = 0; 
wnode->eta = dbdeta; 
wnode->next = NULL; 
(UNIT *) wnode->backunit = bias; 
(WTNODE *) u->wtlist = wnode; 
prevlayer = 1ptr->backlayer; 
p = (UNIT *) prevlayer->units; 
while (p != NULL) 
{ 
connect(p,u,range); 
p = p->next; 

}; 
nextlayer = 1ptr->next; 
p = (UNIT *) nextlayer->units; 
while (p != NULL) 
{ 
connect(u,p,range); 
p = p->next; 

1; 
} 

#endif 

void readpatson(layer,command) 
LAYER *layer; 
int command; 

{PATLIST *pl; 
int i, answer, veclength; 
WTTYPE *val; 
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pl = (PATLIST *) malloc(sizeof(PATLIST)); 
pl->next = NULL; 
pl->bypass = 0; /* number of times to bypass this pattern */ 
pl->pats = NULL; /* no patterns read yet */ 
if (layer->patstart == NULL) (PATLIST *) layer->patstart = pl; 
else layer->currentpat->next = pl; 
layer->currentpat = pl; 

if (layer == last 8486 (patform == ' patform == 'C')) 
{ 
answer = readint(1,1ast->unitcount,command); 
if (readerror) return; 
val = (WTTYPE *) malloc(sizeof(WTTYPE)); 
*val = answer; 
pl->pats = val; 
return; 

veclength = layer->unitcount; 
val = (WTTYPE *) malloc(veclength * sizeof(WTTYPE)); 
pl->pats = val; 
for (i=1;i<=veclength,i++) 

if (informat == 'r') *val++ = rdr(GE,(REAL) HCODE,command); 
else *val++ = scale(readchar()); 
if (readerror) 
{ 
if (readerror == 2 8686 i == 1) readerror = 2; else readerror = 1; 
return; 

}; 

return; 
} 

int readpats(number,command) 
int number, command; 
{ int i, j; 

PATLIST *pl; 

for (i= 1 ;i<=number;i++) 
{ 
readpatson(start,command); 
if (readerror == 1) goto failure; 
if (readerror == 2) /* EOF */ break; 
readpatson(last,command); 
if (readerror) goto failure; 

1; 
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if (readerror == 0) return(number); 
else if (readerror == 2) 
{ 
popfile(); 
return(i- 1); 

}; 

failure: 
printf("error while reading pattern %d\n",i); 
popfile(); 
pl = (PATLIST *) start->patstart; 
for (j=1;j<=prevnpats + i - 2;j++) pl = pl->next; 
pl->next = NULL; 
pl = (PATLIST *) last->patstart; 
for (j=1;j<=prevnpats + i - 2;j++) pl = pl->next; 
pl->next = NULL; 
return(i-1); 
} 

void init() 
{int i; 

activation = 'p'; 
alpha = scale(0.5); 
backprop = 1; 
benchmark = 0; 
bufferend = 0; 
bufferptr = buffsize + 1; 
ch = "; 
copyflag = '-'; /* default is to not make a copy */ 
D = scale(1.0); 
dbdeta = scale(0.5); 
decay = scale(0.5); 
deriv = 'd'; 
echo = '-'; 
eta = scale(0.5); 
eta2 = eta; 
etamax = scale(30.0); 
extraconnect = 0; 
format[0] = 0; 
for(i= 1 ,i<=maxformat- 1 ; i+ +) format[i] = format[i- 1 ] + 10; 
goal = 10; 
informat = 'c'; 
initialkick = -1; 
kappa = scale(0.5); 
kicksize = scale(1.0); 
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lastprint = 0; 
lastsave = 0; 
maxiter = 1000; 
maxtries = 10; 
mu = scale(1.75); 
noise = 0; 
outformat = 'r'; 
pagesize = 24; 
patform = 'g'; 
pct_right = 0.0; 
prevnpats = 0; 
qmark = scale(0.5); 
qpdecay = scale(0.1); 
qpeta = scale(0.5); 
qpnoise = 0; 
qpslope = '+'; 
right = 0; 
ringbell = 
skiprate = 0; 
testpat = 0; 
saverate = MAXINT; 
seedstart = (SEEDNODE *) malloc(sizeof(SEEDNODE)); 
seedstart->val = 0; 
seedstart->next = NULL; 
#ifdef SYMMETRIC 
stdthresh = -32768; /* indicates no threshold set */ 
#endif 
summary = '+'; 
thetal = scale(0.5); 
theta2 = scale(1.0) - thetal; 
toler = scale(0.1); 
toosmall = -1; /* indicates no weights whittled away */ 
totaliter = 0; 
update = 'p'; 
up_to_date_stats = '-'; 
wrong = 0; 
wtfile = 86w[0]; 
wtformat = 'r'; 
wtlimithit = 0; 
wttotal = 0; 
} 

int nonetwork() 
{ 
if (start != NULL) return(0); 
pg("there is no network\n"); 
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return(1); 
} 

int nopatterns() 
{ 
if (npats != 0) return(0); 
pg("there are no patterns \n"); 
return(1); 
} 

/* for a SIGINT, restart in cmdloop */ 
#ifdef UNIX 
void restartcmdloop() 
#else 
void restartcmdloop(int dummy) 
#endif 
{ 
while (data != stdin) popfile(); 
benchmark = 0; 
signal(SIGINT,restartcmdloop); 
longjmp(cmdloopstate,1); 
} 

void cmdloop() /* read commands and process them */ 
{ 
int finished, layerno, unitno, layerl, layer2, nodel, node2; 
int i, itemp, itemp2, successes, tries, sumiter, dobenchmark; 
INT32 itemp32; 
WTTYPE temp, temp2; 
REAL averageiter, averagecpu; 
LAYER *p; 
UNIT *u, *n1, *n2; 
char string[81]; 
WTNODE *w; 
SEEDNODE *s, *sprev; 
long cputime, prevcputime, totalcpu; 

setjmp(cmdloopstate); /* restart here from SIGINT */ 
finished = 0; 
do{ 
#ifdef SYMMETRIC 

if (data == stdin) pg("[?!*AaBbCdefhiklmnOoPpQqRrSsTtWwx]? "); 
#else 

if (data == stdin) pg("[?!*AaBbCcdefHhiklmnOoPpQqRrSstWwx]? "); 
#endif 
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while(ch == " I I ch == ' \n') ch = readch(); 
lineno = 0; 
switch (ch) 

case EOF: 
popfile(); 
if (data == stdin) pg("taking commands from stdin now\n"), 
break; 

case '?': 
sprintf(outstr," \n%d iterations, s %1d ",totaliter,seed); pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"k 0 %5.3f, ",unscale(initialkick)); pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"data file = %s \n",datafilename); pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"testing file = %s \n",testfile); pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"training file = %s\n",trainfile); pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"input file = %s\n",inputfile); pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"weight file = %s \n",wtfile); pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr, "Algorithm: a%c",activation); pg(outstr); 
if (backprop) pg(" b+"); else pg(" b-"); 
sprintf(outstr," D%5.2f d%c g %d ",unscale(D),deriv,g); pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"s%1d t%ld u%c\n",skiprate,testpat,update); pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"e %7.5f %7.5f',unscale(eta),unscale(eta2)); pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr," --- a %7.5f\n",unscale(alpha)); pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"d d %8.5f e %8.5f ",unscale(decay),unscale(dbdeta)); 
pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"k %8.5f m %8.5f ",unscale(kappa),unscale(etamax)); 
pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"n %8.5f t %8.5f\n",unscale(noise),unscale(theta1)); 
pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"qp d %8.5f e %8.5f ",unscale(qpdecay),unscale(qpeta)); 
pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"m %8:5f n %8.5f 
s%c \ n",unscale(mu),unscale(qpnoise),qpslope); 
pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"tolerance = %4.2f\n",unscale(toler)); pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"f b%c c%c e%c i%c",ringbell,copyflag,echo,informat); 
pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr," o%c P %d p%c s%c 
",outformat,pagesize,patform,summary); 
pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"u%c w%c \n",up_to_date_stats,wtformat); pg(outstr); 
pg("format breaks after: "); 
for (i=1;i<=10;i++) fsprintf(outstr,"%4d" ,format [i] ); pg(outstr);}; 
pg(" \n 
for (i=11;i<=maxformat-1;i++) 
{sprintfloutstr,"%4d",format[i]); pg(outstr);}; 
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sprintfioutstr," \nlast time weights were saved: %d\n",lastsave); 
pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"saving weights every %d iterations \n",saverate); 
pg(outstr); 
if (wtlimithit) pg(">>>» WEIGHT LIMIT HIT ««<\n"); 
pg("network size: "); 
p = start; 
while (p != NULL) 
{ 
sprintf(outstr," %ld",p->unitcount); 
pg(outstr); 
p = p->next; 

1; 
if (extraconnect) pg(" with extra connections"); 
sprintf(outstr," (total: %1d weights) \n",wttotal); pg(outstr); 
if (toosmall != -1) 
{ 
pg("removed non-bias weights with absolute "); 
sprintf(outstr,"value below %4.2f\n",unscale(toosmall)); pg(outstr); 

}; 
#ifdef SYMMETRIC 
if (stdthresh != -32768) 
{ 
sprintf(outstr,"thresholds frozen at %f\ n", unscale(stdthresh)); 
pg(outstr); 

1; 
#endif 
sprintf(outstr,"%d patterns %5.21%% right ",npats,pct_right); 
pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"(%d right, %d wrong) ",right,wrong); pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"%7.5f error/unit \n",errorperunit); pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"? = %f\ n",unscale(qmark)); pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"benchmark parameters: g %d ",goal); pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"k %4.2f ",unscale(kicksize)); pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"m %d r %d ",maxtries,maxiter); pg(outstr); 
if (printrate != -1) {sprintf(outstr,"%d ",printrate); pg(outstr);}; 
if (*testfile != emptystring) 
{sprintfioutstr,"t %s \n",testfile); pg(outstr);} 

else {sprintf(outstr,"t %d\n",testpat); pg(outstr);}; 
pg("for help, type h followed by the letter of the command\n\n"); 
break; 

case '!': 
i = 0; 
ch = readch(); 
while (ch != ' \n' 8586 i <= 80) 
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string[i] = ch; 
ch = readch(); 
i = i + 1; 

1; 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
string[i] = ' \ 0'; 
system(string); 
break; 

case '*': break; /* * on a line is a comment */ 

case 'A': 
while (ch != ' \n' 8684 ch != 1*') 
{ 
ch = readch(); 
if (ch == 'a') 
{ 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == 
if (ch == 'p' I I ch == '1' I I ch 't') activation = ch; 

#ifndef INTEGER 
else if (ch == 's' I I ch == 'T') activation = ch; 

#endif 
else texterror(); 

} 
else if (ch == 'b') 
{ 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == ' 
if (ch == '+') backprop = 1; 
else if (ch == '-') backprop = 0; 
else texterror(); 

} 
else if (ch == 'D') 
{ 
temp = rdr(GT,0.0,'A'); 
if (!readerror) D = temp; 

} 
else if (ch == 'd') 
{ 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == 'd' I I ch == 'f I I ch == 'o' I I ch == 'F') deriv = ch; 
else texterror(); 

} 
else if (ch == 'g') 
{ 
itemp32 = readint(0,MAXINT,'f); 
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if (!readerror) g = itemp32; 
} 
else if (ch == 's') 
{ 
itemp = readint(0,32767,'A'); 
if (!readerror) skiprate = itemp; 

} 
else if (ch == 't') 
{ 
itemp = readint(0,npats,'A'); 
if (!readerror) testpat = itemp; 
resetpats(); 
for (i=1;i<=npats;i++) 
{ 
nextpat(); 
if (last->currentpat->bypass < 0) last->currentpat->bypass = 0; 
else if (i == testpat) last->currentpat->bypass = -1; 

}; 
} 
else if (ch == 'u') 
{ 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == 'j') ch = 'd'; 

#ifdef SYMMETRIC 
if (ch == 'c' I I ch == 'p') update = ch; 

#else 
if (ch == 'c' I I ch 'p' I I ch == 'd' I I ch == 'q' I I ch == 's') 
update = ch; 

#endif 
else texterror(); 

} 
else if (ch == '*' I I ch == '\n' I I ch == "); 
else texterror(); 

} 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
break; 

case 'a': 
temp = rdr(GE,0.0,1a); 
if (!readerror) alpha = temp; 
break; 

case 'B': 
dobenchmark = 0; 
while (ch != '\n' 864% ch != '*') 
{ 
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do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == 'g') 
{ 
itemp2 = readint(O,MAXINT,'B'); 
if (!readerror) goal = itemp2; 

} 
else if (ch == 'k') 

temp = rdr(GT,0.0,13'); 
if (!readerror) kicksize = temp; 

} 
else if (ch == 'm') 
{ 
itemp2 = readint(O,MAXINT,'B'); 
if (!readerror) maxtries = itemp2; 

} 
else if (ch == 'r') 
{ 
if (nonetwork() I I nopatterns()) goto endB; 
maxiter = readint(1,MAXINT,'B'); 
if (readerror) goto endB; 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
if (ch >= '0' 8;85 ch <= '9') 
{ 
printrate = readint(1,MAXINT,'B'); 
if (readerror) goto endB; 

} 
else printrate = -1; 
dobenchmark = 1; 

} 
else if (ch == 't') 
{ 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == 'f) testfile = readstr(); 
else if (nonetwork() I I nopatterns()) goto endB; 
else 
{ 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
itemp = readint(0,npats,'B'); 
if (readerror) goto endB; 
testpat = itemp; 
if (testpat == 0) testfile = 8vemptystring, 

I; 
} 
else if (ch == ' I I ch == '*1 I I ch == An'); 
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else texterror(); 
}; 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
if (dobenchmark) 
{ 
if (testpat) 
{ 

sprintf(outstr,"testing pattern %d \n",testpat); 
if (pg(outstr)) goto endB; 

}; 
benchmark = 1; 
tries = 0; 
sumiter = 0; 
successes = 0; 
totalcpu = 0; 
s = seedstart->next; 
while (successes < goal 8584 tries < maxtries) 
{ 
if (s != NULL) 
{ 
seed = s->val; 
srand(seed); 
s = s->next; 

}; 
clear(); 
kick(scale(0.0),kicksize); 
sprintf(outstr," seed = %6d; ",seed); 
pg(outstr); 
if (testpat) 
{ 

resetpats(); 
for (i=1;i<=testpat,i++) nextpat(); 
last->currentpat->bypass = -1; 

}; 
prevcputime = clock(); 
if (run(maxiter,printrate)) goto endB; 
cputime = clock(); 
tries = tries + 1;; 
if (unlearned == 0 I I ((unlearned == 1) 8684 testpat)) 
{ 
successes = successes + 1; 
sumiter = sumiter + totaliter; 
totalcpu = totalcpu + cputime - prevcputime; 

}; 
if (testpat) 
{ 
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for (i=1;i<(testpat-1),i++) setonepat(); 
last->currentpat->bypass = 0; 

} 
}; 
sprintf(outstr,"%d failures; %d successes,",tries 

successes,successes); 
pg(outstr); 
if (successes > 0) 
{ 
averageiter = (REAL) sumiter / (REAL) successes; 
averagecpu = (REAL) totalcpu / (REAL) successes; 
sprintf(outstr," average = %f ",averageiter); pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr,"%12.6f sec/network",averagecpu / 

CLOCKS_PER_SEC); 
pg(outstr); 

}; 
pg("\n"); 

}, 

endB: benchmark = 0; 
break; 

case 'b': 
itemp = 0; 
ch = readch(); 
while (ch != ' \n' && ch != '*') 
{ 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
itemp2 = readint(format[itemp] ,last->unitcount,113'); 
if (readerror) goto endb; 
itemp = itemp + 1; 
if (itemp < maxformat) format[itemp] = itemp2; 
else pg("format too long\n"); 
ch = readch(); 
while (ch == ") ch = readch(); 
if (ch >= '0' && ch <= '9') bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 

}; 
if (itemp < maxformat-1) 

for (i=itemp+1;i <= maxformat-1; i++) format[i] = format[i-1] + 10; 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 

endb: break; 

case 'C': 
if (nonetwork()) break; 
clear(); 
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srand(seed); 
break; 

#ifndef SYMMETRIC 
case 'c': 
if (nonetwork()) break; 
layerl = readint(1,nlayers,'c'); 
if (readerror) break; 
node 1 = readint( 1 ,MAXINT,'c'); 
if (readerror) break; 
layer2 = readint(1,nlayers,'c'); 
if (readerror) break; 
node2 = readint(1 ,MAXINT,'c'); 
if (readerror) break; 
if (layerl >= layer2) 
{ 
pg("backward connections in c command not implemented\n"); 
break; 

}; 
n1 = locateunit(layer 1 ,node 1) ; 
n2 = locateunit(layer2 ,node2); 
if (n1 != NULL 8686 n2 != NULL) 
{ 
connect(n 1 , n2 ,0); 
extraconnect = 1; 

} 
else 
{ 
sprintf(outstr,"connection not made: %d %d %d %d\ n", layerl, 

nodel, layer2, node2); 
pg(outstr); 

}; 
break; 
#endif 

case 'd': 
case 'j': 
while (ch != '\n' 8684 ch != '*') 
{ 
ch = readch(); 
if (ch == 'd') 
{ 
temp = rdr(GT,0.0,'d'); 
if (!readerror) decay = temp; 

} 
else if (ch == 'e') 
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{ 
temp = rdr(GT,0.0,'d'); 
if (!readerror &85 !nonetwork()) 
{ 
dbdeta = temp; 
p = start->next; 
while (p != NULL) 
{ 
u = (UNIT *) p->units; 
while (u != NULL) 
{ 
w = (WTNODE *) u->wtlist; 
while (w != NULL) 
{ 
w- >eta = dbdeta; 
w = w->next; 

} 
u = u->next; 

} 
p = p->next; 

} 
} 

} 
else if (ch == 'k') 
{ 
temp = rdr(GT,0 . 0, ' d') ; 
if (!readerror) kappa = temp; 

} 
else if (ch == 'm') 
{ 
temp = rdr(GT,0.0,1d1); 
if (!readerror) etamax = temp; 

} 
else if (ch == 'n') 
{ 
temp = rdr(GE,0.0,'d'); 
if (!readerror) noise = temp; 

} 
else if (ch == 
{ 
temp = rdr(GE,0.0,'d'); 
if (!readerror) 
{ 
thetal = temp; 
theta2 = scale(1.0) - thetal; 
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} 
else if (ch == '*' I I ch == An' I I ch == ' 
else texterror(); 

} 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
break; 

case 'e': 
temp = rdr(GT,0.0,'e'); 
if (!readerror) eta = temp; 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == ' 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
if (ch != An' 8586 ch != '*') 
{ 
temp = rdr(GT,0.0,'r'); 
if (!readerror) eta2 = temp; 

} 
else eta2 = eta; 
break; 

case If: 
while (ch != An' 8485 ch != '*') 
{ 
ch = readch(); 
if (ch == 'b') 
{ 

I); 

do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == '+' ch == '-') ringbell = ch; else texterror(); 

} 
else if (ch == 'c') 
{ 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == '+') 
{ 

copyflag = '+'; 
copy = fopen("copy","w"); 
if (copy == NULL) 
{sprintf(outstr,"cannot open file: copy\n"); pg(outstr); }; 

} 
else if (ch == '-') 
{ 
copyflag = '-'; 
if (copy != NULL) 
{ 
fflush(copy); 
fclose(copy); 
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} 
} 
else texterror(); 

} 
else if (ch == 'e') 
{ 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == '+' I I ch == '-') echo = 

} 
else if (ch == 'i') 
{ 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == 'c' I I ch == 'r') informat = ch; else texterrorO; 

} 
else if (ch == 'o') 
{ 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == 'a' I I ch == 'c' I I ch == 'r') outformat = 
else texterror(); 

} 
else if (ch == 'P') 
{ 
itemp = readint(O,MAXINT,'f); 
if (!readerror) pagesize = itemp; 

} 
else if (ch == 'p') 
{ 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == 'c' I I ch == 'C' I I ch Igl ch 'GI) patform = 
else texterror(); 

} 
else if (ch == 's') 
{ 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == '+' I I ch == '-') summary = ch; else texterrorO; 

} 
else if (ch == 'ul) 
{ 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == '+' I I ch == '-') up_to_date_stats = ch; else texterrorO; 

} 
else if (ch == 'w') 
{ 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == 'r° I I ch == IR' I I ch == 'b' I I ch == 'B') wtformat = ch; 
else texterror(); 
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} 
else if (ch == " I I ch == '*' I I ch == ' \n'); 
else texterrorO; 

} 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
break; 
#ifndef SYMMETRIC 

case 'H': 
if (nonetworkO) break; 
itemp = readint(2,nlayers,'H'); 
if (readerror) break; 
temp = rdr(GE,0.0,'H'); 
if (!readerror) addhiddenunit(itemp,temp); 
break; 
#endif 

case 'h': help(); break; 

case 'i': 
do ch = readchO; while (ch == "); 
if (ch != ' \n') 
{ 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
inputfile = readstrO; 

} 
pushfile (inputfile) ; 
break; 

case 'k': 
if (nonetworkO) break; 
temp = rdr(GE,0.0,10; 
if (readerror) break; 
temp2 = rdr(GT,0.0,'k'); 
if (!readerror) 
{ 
if (initialkick == -1 8581/4 temp == 0) initialkick = temp2; 
kick(temp,temp2); 

} 
break; 

case '1': 
if (nonetworkO) break; 
layerno = readint( 1 , nlayers, '1'); 
if (readerror) break; 
p = start; 
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for (i=2;i<=layerno;i++) p = p->next; 
printoutunits(1,p,0); 
break; 

case 'rni: 
nlayers = 0; 
wttotal = 0; 
ch = readch(); 
p = NULL; 
while (ch != ' \n' 8685 ch != '*') 
{ 
itemp = readint(1,MAXINT,'m'); 
if (readerror) 
{ 
wttotal = 0; 
goto endm; 

}; 
nlayers = nlayers + 1; 
p = mklayer(p,itemp); 
if (nlayers == 1) start = p; 
ch = readchO; 
while (ch ") ch = readchO; 
if (ch >= '0' && ch <= '9') bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 

}; 
last = p; 
p = start; 
p = p->next; 
hlayer = (UNIT *) p->units; 
p = p->next; 
if (p != NULL) 
{ 
ilayer = (UNIT *) p- >units; 
p = p->next; 
if (p != NULL) 
{ 
jlayer = (UNIT *) p->units; 
p = p->next; 
if (p != NULL) klayer = (UNIT *) p->units; 

} 
}; 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
nullpatterns(); 
clear(); 
endm: break; 

case 'n': 
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if (nonetwork()) break; 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == 'f) 
{ 
trainfile = readstr(); 
itemp = MAXINT; 
pushfile (trainfile); 

} 
else 

bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
itemp = readint( 1 ,MAXINT,' n') ; 
if (readerror) break; 

1; 
nullpatterns(); 
readingpattern = 1; 
npats = readpats(itemp,'n'); 
if (itemp != MAXINT 8686 npats < itemp) 
{ 
sprintf(outstr," \n>>>>> only %d patterns read <<«< \n\n",npats); 
pg(outstr); 

readingpattern = 0; 
wrong = npats; 
break; 

case 'O': 
if (nonetwork() nopatterns()) break; 
itemp = readint(1,npats,'O'); 
if (readerror) break; 
resetpats(); 
for (i=1;i<=itemp;i++) nextpat(); 
setoutputpat(); 
u = (UNIT *) last->units; 
itemp2 = 0; /* unit counter */ 
i = 1; /* format counter */ 
while (u != NULL) 
{ 
if (outformat == 'c') 

if (unscale(u->tj) == 1) pg("1"); else pg("0"); 
else {sprintf(outstr,"%5.2r,unscale(u->tj)); pg(outstr);}; 
itemp2 = itemp2 + 1; 
if (format[i] == itemp2) 
{ 
if (outformat == 'r') pg(" \n"); else pg(" "); 
if (i < maxformat - 1) i = i + 1; 
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u = u->next; 
} 
pg(" \n"); 
break; 

case 'o': 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == " I I ch == An'); 
if (ch == 'r' I I ch == 'a' I I ch == 'c') outformat = ch; 
else printf("incorrect output format: %c\n",ch); 
break; 

case 'P': 
if (nonetwork() I I nopatterns()) break; 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
if (ch == ' n' I I ch == '*') patcheck( 1 ,npats, 1 , 1 , 1, 1 ,0); 
else 
{ 
itemp = readint(0,npats,'P'); 
if (readerror) break; 
if (itemp == 0) patcheck(1,npats,0,0, 1,1,0); 
else patcheck(itemp,itemp,1,1,0,0,0); 

}; 
break; 

case 'p': 
if (nonetwork()) break; 
loadpat('p'); 
printoutunits(1,1ast,0); 
break; 

case 'Q': 
temp = rdr(GT,(REAL) KCODE,'Q'); 
if (!readerror) qmark = temp; 
break; 

case 'q': 
ch = readch(); 
if (ch == ' \n') return; 
else if (ch != 'p') 
{ 
texterror(); 

} 
else 
{ 
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while (ch != '\n' 8686 ch != '*') 
{ 
ch = readch(); 
if (ch == 'd') 
{ 
temp = rdr(GT,0.0,'d'); 
if (!readerror) qpdecay = temp; 

} 
else if (ch == 'e') 
{ 
temp = rdr(GT,0.0,'d'); 
if (!readerror 8686 !nonetwork()) 
{ 
qpeta = temp; 
p = start->next; 
while (p != NULL) 
{ 
u = (UNIT *) p->units; 
while (u != NULL) 
{ 
w = (WTNODE *) u->wtlist; 
while (w != NULL) 
{ 
w->eta = dbdeta; 
w = w->next; 

} 
u = u->next; 

} 
p = p->next; 

} 
} 

} 
else if (ch == 'm') 
{ 
temp = rdr(GT,0.0,'d'); 
if (!readerror) mu = temp; 

} 
else if (ch == 'n') 
{ 
temp = rdr(GE,0.0,10; 
if (!readerror) qpnoise = temp; 

} 
else if (ch == 's') 
{ 
do (ch = readch()); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == '+' I I ch == '-') qpslope = ch; 
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else texterror(); 
} 
else if (ch == '*' I I ch == ' \n' I I ch == "); 
else texterror(); 

} 
}; 

bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
break; 

case 'R: if (nonetwork()) break; else restoreweights(); break; 

case 'r': /* r for run, rw for restore weights */ 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == 'w') 
{ 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
if (ch == '*' I I ch == '\n') /* nothing */ ; else wtfile = readstr(); 
if (nonetwork()) break; else restoreweights(); 

} 
else 
{ 
if (nonetwork() I I nopatterns()) break; 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
itemp = readint(1,MAXINT,'r'); 
if (!readerror) iter = itemp; else break; 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
if (ch != ' \n' ch != '*') 
{ 
itemp = readint(1,MAXINT,10; 
if (readerror != 1) run(iter,itemp); 

} 
else run(iter,-1); 

1; 
break; 

case 'S': 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
if (ch == ' \n' I I ch == 1*') itemp = 0; 
else 
{ 
itemp = readint(O,MAXINT,'S'); 
if (readerror) break; 

}; 
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if (itemp == 0) if (nonetwork()) break; else saveweights(); 
else saverate = itemp; 
break; 

case 's': /* s <int> for seed, sw <filename> for save weights */ 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == 'w') 
{ 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == ' '); 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
if (ch == '*' I ( ch == '\n') /* nothing */ ; else wtfile = readstr(); 
if (nonetwork()) break; else saveweights(); 

} 
else 
{ 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
sprev = seedstart; 
while (ch != '\n' && ch != '*') 
{ 
seed = readint(0,MAXINT,'s'); 
if (readerror) goto ends; 
s = (SEEDNODE *) malloc(sizeof(SEEDNODE)); 
s->val = seed; 
s->next = NULL; 
sprev->next = s; 
sprev = s; 
do ch = readch(); while(ch == "); 
if (ch >= '0' && ch <= '9') bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 

}; 
ends: seed = seedstart->next->val; 

srand(seed); 
} 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
break; 
#ifdef SYMMETRIC 

case 'T': 
if (nonetwork()) break; 
stdthresh = rdr(GT,-unscale(32767),'T'); 
if (readerror) break; 
u = (UNIT *) last->units; 
while (u != NULL) 
{ 
w = (WTNODE *) u->wtlist; 
while (w->next != NULL) w = w->next; 
*(w->weight) = stdthresh; 
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u = u->next; 
}; 
break; 
#endif 

case 't': 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == '\n' 8686 (!nonetwork())) testcheck(); 
else if (ch == 'f) 
{ 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == "); 
if (ch == An' 8684 (!nonetworkO)) testcheck(); 
else 
{ 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
testfile = readstr(); 
if (!nonetworkO) testcheck(); 

}; 
} 
else 
{ 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
temp = rdr(GT,0.0,'t'); 
if (readerror) break; 
else if (temp < scale(1.0)) toler = temp; 
else printf("tolerance value out of range \n"); 

}; 
break; 
#ifndef SYMMETRIC 

case 'W': 
if (nonetworkO) break; 
temp = rdr(GT,0.0,'W'); 
if (!readerror) 

toosmall = temp; 
whittle(temp); 
printf("total weights now: %1d\n",wttotal); 

}; 
break; 
#endif 

case 'w': 
if (nonetworkO) break; 
layerno = readint(2,nlayers,'w'); 
if (readerror) break; 
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unitno = readint(1,MAXINT,'w'); 
if (readerror) break; 
u = locateunit(layerno,unitno); 
if (u != NULL) printweights(u); 
break; 

case 'x': 
if (nonetwork()) break; 
do ch = readch(); while (ch == ' 
if (ch == 'f) 
{ 
trainfile = readstr(); 
itemp = MAXINT; 
pushfile (trainfile); 

'); 

} 
else 
{ 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
itemp = readint(1,MAXINT,'n'); 
if (readerror) break; 

I; 
prevnpats = npats; 
findendofpats(start); 
findendofpats(last); 
readingpattern = 1; 
itemp2 = readpats(itemp,'x'); 
if (itemp != MAXINT 8v8v npats < itemp2) 

printf(" \n>>>>> only %d patterns read <<«< \n \n",npats); 
readingpattern = 0; 
npats = npats + itemp2; 
wrong = wrong + itemp2; 
break; 

/* 
case 'y': u = last->units; 

w = (WTNODE *) u->wtlist; 
temp = rdr(GE,- 100 .0,'y') ; 
w = w->next; 
w = w->next; 
w->weight = temp; 
break; 

case 'z': tracer(); 
break; 

*/ 

default: texterror(); 
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break; 

1; 
do ch = readch(); while (ch != ' 

}while (!finished); 
} 

void main(argc,argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv[]; 
{ 
FILE *tempfile; 
setbuf(stdout,NULL); /* set unbuffered output */ 
printf("Fast Backpropagation 1992, 1993 by Mostafa Baradie \n"); 
filestackptr = 0; 
filestack[0] = stdin; 
data = stdin; 
emptystring = ' \ 0'; 
if (argc == 1) 
{ 
printf("no data file, stdin assumed \n"); 
datafilename = &emptystring; 
testfile = &emptystring; 

} 
else 
{ 
datafilename = argv[1]; 
pushfile (datafilename) ; 
if (argc == 3) 
{ 
tempfile = fopen(argv[2],"r"); 
if (tempfile == NULL) 
{ 

printf("there is no file: %s \n",argv[2]); 
testfile = &emptystring; 

} 
else 
{ 
testfile = argv[2]; 
fclose(tempfile); 

1 
} 
else testfile = &emptystring; 

1; 
initO; 
signal(SIGINT,restartcmdloop); /* restart from interrrupt */ 
cmdloop0; 
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if (copy != NULL) 
{ 
fflush(copy); 
fclose(copy); 

} 
} 
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.2.2 Closed Loop Simulation 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#include <stdlib. h> 
#include <math.h> 
#define array_size 800 
#define max_array 800 
FILE *fin,*fin_l; 

float rand0_1() 
{ 

double drand48(),temp; 
temp = drand48(); 
return ((float)temp); 

} 
main() 

{ 
float k_p ,k_i, k_d ; 
int i,max_loop,ii,j; 
long int time(); 
float y[array_size], e[array_size],r[array_size], u[array_size] , 

y_new[array_size], 
r_new[max_array],a[array_size],b[array_size],c[array_size], 

r_old,y_old; 
y_old = 0.0; 
r_old = 1.0; 
e[0] = e[1] = 0.0; 
y[0] = y[1] = y[2] = 0.0; 
u[0] = u[1] = u[2] = 0.0; 

fin_l = fopen ("ipd","w"); 

if((fin = fopen ("loop", "w")) == (FILE *) NULL) { 
printf("can't open file\n"); 
exit(1); 

} 

max_loop = 0.0; 
srand48( (int) time ((long int *) 0) ); 
for(ii=0; ii<800;ii++){ 

if (max_loop <= 0) 
{ 

while ((max_loop >40) I I (max_loop <=0)) max_loop=rand0_1()*130; 
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y_new[ii]=y_old, 
} 

else 
{max_loop -= 1; j = ii -1; y_new[ii] = y_new[j];} 
} 

for(k_d=1.0;k_d<=3.0; k_d++) 
for (k_p=18.0; k_p<=22.0; k_p++ ) 
for(k_i=4.0;k_i<=6.0; k_i++) 

{ 

for (i=0 ;i<array_size-4,i++ ) 

e[i+3] = r_old - y_new[i+3]; 

u[i+3] = u[i+2]+k_p*(e[i+3]-e[i+2])+k_i*e[i+3]+k_d*(e[i+3]-
2*e[i+2]+e[i+1]); 

/* printf("%d %4.2f %4.2f %4.2f\n",i,k_p,k_i,k_d);*/ 

y[i+4] = 
0.831*y[i+3]+0 .0403*y[i+2] +O. 0265*y[i+1] +0.0015*u[i+1]+0.00274*u [i] ; 

y_new[i+4]=y[i+4]+rand0_10; 

/* 
a[i] = e[i+2]-e[i+1]; 
b[i] = e[i+2]; 
c[i] = e[i+2]-2*e[i+1]+e[i]; 

*/ 

if(e[i+3]<=0.001 8486 e[i+3]>=-0.001) 

fprintf(fin_1,"%6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %4.2f %4.2f 
°/04.2f\n",r_old,y[i+3],y_new[i+3],u[i+3],k_p,k_i,k_d); 
/* 
else 
printf(" %d %4.2f %4.2f %4.2f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f 
%6.3f\n",i,k_p,k_i,k_d,y_new[i+3],y[i+3],u[i+3],r_old,e[i+3]); 
*/ 
} 

} 
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2.3 Jacketed Exothermal CSTR Simulation 

/****A JACKETED EXOTHERMAL CSTR ****/ 
/* FLOWS AND HOLDUPS ARE VARIABLE*/ 
/* FIRST ORDER KINETICS IS ASSUMED */ 

#include<time.h> 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include<math.h> 
#include<stdlib.h> 
#define delta 0.01 
#define delta_new 0.009 
FILE *fin; 

/* RANDOM FUNCTION GENERATOR */ 
float rand0_10 
{ 

double drand48(),temp; 
temp =5*drand48(); 
return((float)temp); 

/* NONISOTHERMAL CSTR PARAMETER VALUES */ 
/* ALL ARE STEADY STATE VALUES */ 

double ca=0.245, /*mole/cubic ft*/ 

cao=0.5, /*mole/cubic ft*/ 

t=600.0, /* deg.rad.*/ 

to=530, /* deg.rad.*/ 

tj=594.59, /* deg.rad.*/ 

tjo=530, /* deg.rad.*/ 

v=48.0, /* cubic ft */ 

fo=40.0, /*cubic ft/hr*/ 

fj=49.9; /*cubic ft/hr*/ 
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/* DECLARATIONS */ 

long int time(); 

int max_loop; 
float f, fj_new,old_rand,new_rand,newl_rand,new2_rand,new3_rand, 

v_dot,v_cdot,v_tdot,t_jdot, 
qc,vc,vt,tprint; 

double time1=0.0 ,time2=0.0,xk; 

/* OPENING A FILE "data" FOR WRITING */ 
fin = fopen("data","w"); 

fprintf(fin," TIME CONC. VOL. TEMP. IFLOW H.T.C. TMPJ. 
FLOWJ. OFLOW\n"); 

vc=v*ca; 

vt=v*t; 

tprint=0.0; 
max_loop=0.0; 
/* INITIALIZING A NEW SEED FOR EVERY RUN */ 

srand48( (int) time ((long int *) 0) ); 
/* START OF CALCULATION */ 
for (time 1 = 0 .0; time 1 < 6. 1 ; time 1 +=delta_new) 
{ 
xk = 7.08e10*exp(-30000./(1.99*t)); /* REACTION RATE */ 
qc = 150*250.*(t-tj); /* HEAT TRANSFER RATE */ 

/* SUPERIMPOSING A PRBS TO THE STEADY STATE FLOW VALUE 
*1

if (max_loop <= 0) 
{ 
max_loo p =rand0_ 1 0*3 5; 
fj_new=fj+rand0_10; 
} 
else 
max_loop -= 1; 
printf("%d\n",max_loop); 
/* CALCULATION OF DERIVATIVES */ 
f=fo- 10*(48-v); 
/* fj=fj_new-4*(600-t);*/ 
v_dot = fo-f; /* REACTOR TOTAL CONTINUITY */ 
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v_cdot= fo*cao-fkca-v*xk*ca;/*REACTOR COMPONENT CONTINUITY */ 

v_tdot= fo*to-fkt+(30000.*v*ca*Ick-qc)/ (.75*50.); / *REACTOR ENERGY 
EQUATION*/ 

t_jdot= fj_new*(tjo-tj)/3.85+qc/240.; /*JACKET ENERGY 
EQUATION*/ 

fprintf(fin,"%6.2f %7.3f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %11.2f °/06.2f %6.2f
%6.2f\n" 
,timel,ca,v,t,fj_new,qc,tj,fj,f); 

/* EULER INTEGRATION */ 

tprint +=0.2; 

if (time 1 < tprint ) 
{ 

v += v_dot*delta, 
vc +=v_cdot*delta; 
vt +=v_tdot*delta; 
tj +=t_jdot*delta, 
ca = vc/v; 
t = vt/v; 

} 
else 

printf("time1=%7.3f ca=%7.3f v=°/07.3f t=%7.3f qc=%7.3f 
tj=%7.3f\ n" , time 1, ca,v,t,qc, tj) ; 

} 
return ; 

} 
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2.4 Network and Weights Simulation 

/****************************************************************************/ 

/*** file real.c: contains the network evaluation and weight ***/ 
/* adjustment procedures for the 64-bit floating point program */ 
/***************************************************************************/ 

#include "rbp.h" 
#include <stdio.h> 

extern char activation, backprop, deriv, 
extern REAL alpha, D, decay, eta, eta2, etamax, kappa, qpdecay, 
qpeta; 
extern REAL mu, noise, thetal, theta2, toler, totaldiff; 
extern int qpslope; 
extern LAYER *last, *start; 

extern double exp(); /* built-in functions */ 

void forward() /* computes unit activations */ 
{ 
UNIT *u, *predu; 
LAYER *layer; 
WTNODE *b; 
register REAL fract, x, sum; 
REAL val; /* should be in a register, but UNIX pc C-compiler does 

/* not handle it correctly */ 
int intpart; 

layer = start->next; 
while (layer != NULL) 
{ 
u = (UNIT *) layer->units; 
while (u != NULL) 

sum = 0.0; 
b = (WTNODE *) u->wtlist; 
while (b != NULL) 
{ 
predu = (UNIT *) b->backunit; 

#ifdef SYMMETRIC 
sum = sum + *(b->weight) * predu->oj; 

#else 
sum = sum + b->weight * predu->oj; 

#endif 
b = b->next; 
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}; 
sum = sum * D; 
if (activation == 'p' I I activation == 't') 
{ 
if (sum >= 0.0) x = sum; else x = - sum; 
intpart = x; 
fract = x - intpart; 
switch (intpart) 

case 0: val = 0.5 + 0.231 * fract; /* 0 <= x < 1 */ 
break; 

case 1: val = 0.731059 
break; 

+ 0.149738 * fract; /* 1 <= x < 2 */ 

case 2: val = 0.880797 
break; 

+ 0.071777 * fract; /* 2 <= x < 3 */ 

case 3: 
case 4: val = 0.9525741 + (x - 3.0) * 0.02; /* 3 <= x < 5 */ 

break; 
default: val = 1.0; /* x >= 5 */ 

}; 
if (sum < 0.0) u->oj = 1.0 - val; else u->oj = (REAL) val; 
if (activation == 't') u->oj = (u->oj - 0.5) * 2; 

} /* end of p or t */ 
else if (activation == 's') u->oj = 1.0 / (1.0 + exp(-sum)); 
else if (activation == '1') u->oj = sum; 
else if (activation == 'T') u->oj = 2.0 / (1.0 + exp(-sum)) - 1.0; 
u = u->next; 

1; 
layer = layer->next; 

}; 
} 

short backoutput() /* back propagate errors from the output units 
/* send down errors for any previous layers */ 

register REAL deltaj, diff, adiff, uoj; 
register UNIT *u, *bunit; 
register WTNODE *w; 
register short notclose; 

notclose = last->unitcount; 
u = (UNIT *) last->units; 
while (u != NULL) 
{ 
diff = u->tj - u->oj; 
if (diff > 0) adiff = diff; else adiff = -diff; 
if (adiff < toler) notclose = notclose - 1; 
totaldiff = totaldiff + adiff; 
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if (adiff >= toler I I backprop) 
{ 
if (deriv == 'd') /* differential step size */ 

deltaj = diff; 
else if (deriv == If I I deriv == 'F') /* Fahlman's derivative */ 
{ 
if (activation == 't' I I activation == 'T') uoj = u->oj / 2 + 0.5; 
else uoj = u->oj; 
deltaj = diff * (0.1 + uoj * (1.0 - uoj)); 

} 
else /* the original derivative */ 
{ 
if (activation == 't' I I activation == 'T') uoj = u->oj / 2 + 0.5; 
else uoj = u->oj; 
deltaj = diff * uoj * (1.0 - uoj); 

}; 
w = (WTNODE *) u->wtlist; 

#ifdef SYMMETRIC 
while (w->next != NULL) 

#else 
while (w != NULL) 

#endif 
{ 
bunit = (UNIT *) w->backunit; 

#ifdef SYMMETRIC 
*(w->total) = *(w->total) + deltaj * bunit->oj; 

#else 
w->total = w->total + deltaj * bunit->oj; 
if (bunit->layernumber > 1) /* pass back the error */ 

bunit->error = bunit->error + deltaj * w->weight; 
#endif 

w = w->next; 

1; 
} 
u = u->next; 

} 
return(notclose); 
} 

#ifndef SYMMETRIC 

void backinner() /* compute weight changes for hidden layers */ 
/* send down errors for any previous layers */ 

LAYER *layer; 
register REAL deltaj, uoj; 
register UNIT *bunit; 
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register WTNODE *w; 
register UNIT *u; 

layer = last->backlayer; 
while (layer->backlayer != NULL) 
{ 
u = (UNIT *) layer->units; 
while (u != NULL) 
{ 
if (activation == 't' I I activation == 'T') uoj = u->oj / 2 + 0.5; 
else uoj = u->oj; 
if (deriv == 'f) /* Fahlman's derivative */ 

deltaj = (0.1 + uoj * (1.0 - uoj)) * u->error; 
else /* for o, d and F */ 

deltaj = (uoj * (1.0 - uoj)) * u->error; 
w = (WTNODE *) u->wtlist; 
while (w != NULL) 
{ 
bunit = (UNIT *) w->backunit; 
w->total = w->total + deltaj * bunit->oj; 
if (bunit->layernumber > 1) 

bunit->error = bunit->error + deltaj * w->weight; 
w = w->next; 

1; 
u = u->next; 

1, 
layer = layer->backlayer; 

1, 
} 

#endif 

#ifdef SYMMETRIC 
void dbd_update() {pg("symmetric dbd update no longer supported \n");} 
#else 
void dbd_update() /* delta-bar-delta method for changing weights */ 
{ 
register short stotal,sdbarml; 
register UNIT *u; 
register WTNODE *w; 
LAYER *layer; 

/* w->olddw is used for delta-bar minus 1 */ 

layer = last; 
while (layer->backlayer != NULL) 
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{ 
u = (UNIT *) layer->units; 
while (u != NULL) 
{ 
w = (WTNODE *) u->wtlist; 
while (w != NULL) 
{ 
if (w->total > 0) stotal = 1; 

else if (w->total < 0) stotal = -1; 
else stotal = 0; 

if (w->olddw > 0) sdbarml = 1; 
else if (w->olddw < 0) sdbarml = -1; 
else sdbarml = 0; 

w->olddw = theta2 * w->total + thetal * w->olddw; 
if ((stotal > 0) 8686 (sdbarml > 0)) w->eta = w->eta + kappa; 
else if ((stotal < 0) 8686 (sdbarml < 0)) w->eta = w->eta + kappa; 
else if ((stotal > 0) 8686 (sdbarml < 0)) w->eta = w->eta * decay; 
else if ((stotal < 0) 8686 (sdbarml > 0)) w->eta = w->eta * decay; 
if (w->eta > etamax) w->eta = etamax; 
w->weight = w->weight + w->eta * w->total; 
w = w->next; 

}; 
u = u->next; 

}; 
layer = layer->backlayer; 

}; 
} 
#endif 

void periodic_update() /* the original periodic method */ 
{ 
register REAL reta, ralpha; 
register UNIT *u; 
register WTNODE *w; 
LAYER *layer; 

ralpha = alpha; 
layer = last; 
while (layer->backlayer != NULL) 
{ 
if (layer == last) reta = eta; else reta = eta2; 
u = (UNIT *) layer->units; 
while (u != NULL) 
{ 
w = (WTNODE *) u->wtlist; 
while (w != NULL) 
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{ 
#ifdef SYMMETRIC 

if (((UNIT *) w->backunit)->unitnumber > u->unitnumber) 
{ 
*(w->olddw) = *(w->total) * reta + ralpha * *(w->olddw); 
*(w->weight) = *(w->weight) + *(w->olddw); 

1; 
#else 

w->olddw = w->total * reta + ralpha * w->olddw; 
w->weight = w->weight + w->olddw; 

#endif 
w = w->next; 

1; 
u = u->next; 

}; 
layer = layer->backlayer; 

}; 
} 

#ifndef SYMMETRIC 
void qp_update() 
{ 
register REAL reta, s, nextdw, shrinkfactor, rqpdecay; 
register short addslope; 
register REAL rmu; 
register UNIT *u; 
register WTNODE *w; 
LAYER *layer; 

rqpdecay = qpdecay * 0.001; 
rmu = mu; 
shrinkfactor = rmu / (1.0 + rmu); 
reta = qpeta; 
if (qpslope == '+') addslope = 1; else addslope = 0; 
layer = last; 
while (layer->backlayer != NULL) 
{ 
u = (UNIT *) layer->units; 
while (u != NULL) 
{ 
w = (WTNODE *) u->wtlist; 
while (w != NULL) 
{ 
s = rqpdecay * w->weight - w->total; 
if (w->olddw < 0.0) 
{ 
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if (s >= (shrinkfactor * w->eta)) nextdw = rmu * w->olddw; 
else nextdw = w->olddw * s / (w->eta - s); 
if (addslope && s > 0.0) nextdw = nextdw - reta * s; 

} 
else if (w->olddw > 0.0) 
{ 
if (s <= (shrinkfactor * w->eta)) nextdw = rmu * w->olddw; 
else nextdw = w->olddw * s / (w->eta - s); 
if (addslope && s < 0.0) nextdw = nextdw - reta * s; 

} 
else nextdw = - reta * s; 
w->olddw = nextdw; 
w->weight = w->weight + nextdw; 
w->eta = s; 
w = w->next; 

}; 
u = u->next; 

}; 
layer = layer->backlayer; 

}; 
} 
#else 
void qp_update() 
void supersab() 
#endif 

short cbackoutput() /* backoutput for continuous updates */ 
{ 
register REAL deltaj, etadeltaj, diff, adiff, uoj, reta, ralpha; 
register UNIT *u, *bunit; 
register WTNODE *b; 
register short notclose; 

reta = eta; 
ralpha = alpha; 
notclose = last->unitcount; 
u = (UNIT *) last->units; 
while (u != NULL) 
{ 
diff = u->tj - u->oj; 
if (diff > 0) adiff = diff; else adiff = -diff; 
if (adiff < toler) notclose = notclose - 1; 
totaldiff = totaldiff + adiff; 
if (adiff >= toler I I backprop) 
{ 

if (deriv == 'd') /* differential step size derivative 
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deltaj = diff; 
else if (deriv == 'f I I deriv == 'F') /* Fahlman's derivative */ 
{ 
if (activation == 't' I I activation == 'T') uoj = u->oj / 2 + 0.5; 
else uoj = u->oj; 
deltaj = diff * (0.1 + uoj * (1.0 - uoj)); 

} 
else /* the original derivative */ 
{ 
if (activation == 't' I I activation == 'T') uoj = u->oj / 2 + 0.5; 
else uoj = u->oj; 
deltaj = diff * uoj * (1.0 - uoj); 

}; 
etadeltaj = deltaj * reta; 
b = (WTNODE *) u->wtlist; 

#ifdef SYMMETRIC 
while (b->next != NULL) 

#else 
while (b != NULL) 

#endif 
{ 
bunit = (UNIT *) b->backunit; 

#ifdef SYMMETRIC 
*(b->olddw) = etadeltaj * bunit->oj + ralpha * *(b->olddw); 
*(b->weight) = *(b->weight) + *(b->olddw); 

#else 
b->olddw = etadeltaj * bunit->oj + ralpha * b->olddw; 
b->weight = b->weight + b->olddw; 
if (bunit->layernumber > 1) 

bunit->error = bunit->error + deltaj * b->weight; 
#endif 

b = b-> next; 

1; 
1; 
u = u->next; 

} 
return(notclose); 
} 

#ifndef SYMMETRIC 

void cbackinner() /* backinner for continuous updates */ 
{ 
LAYER *layer; 
register REAL deltaj, etadeltaj, reta, uoj, ralpha; 
register UNIT *bunit, *u; 
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register WTNODE *b; 

reta = eta2; 
ralpha = alpha; 
layer = last->backlayer; 
while (layer->backlayer != NULL) 
{ 
u = (UNIT *) layer->units; 
while (u != NULL) 
{ 
if (activation == 't' I I activation == 'T') uoj = u->oj / 2 + 0.5; 
else uoj = u->oj; 
if (deriv == 'f) /* Fahlman's derivative */ 

deltaj = (0.1 + uoj * (1.0 - uoj)) * u->error; 
else /* for o, d and F */ 

deltaj = (uoj * (1.0 - uoj)) * u->error; 
etadeltaj = reta * deltaj; 
b = (WTNODE *) u->wtlist; 
while (b != NULL) 
{ 
bunit = (UNIT *) b->backunit; 
b->olddw = etadeltaj * bunit->oj + ralpha * b->olddw; 
b->weight = b->weight + b->olddw; 
if (bunit->layernumber > 1) 

bunit->error = bunit->error + deltaj * b->weight; 
b = b->next; 

}; 
u = u->next; 

}; 
layer = layer->backlayer; 

}; 
} 
#endif 
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2.5 Input Output Functions 

/* ************************************************************/ 

/* file io.c: contains most input/output functions */ 
/* ************************************************************/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#ifdef INTEGER 
#include "ibp.h" 
#else 
#include "rbp.h" 
#endif 

#ifdef UNIX 
#include <malloc.h> 
#define WRITEBIN "w" 
#define READBIN "r" 
#else 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#define WRITEBIN "wb" 
#define READBIN "rb" 
#endif 

extern char buffer[buffsize], copyflag, *datafilename, echo, outformat; 
extern char outstr[OUTSTRSIZE], *wtfile, wtformat; 
extern int bufferend, bufferptr, filestackptr, format[maxformat]; 
extern FILE *data, *filestack[]; 
extern LAYER *start; 
extern int lastsave, pagesize, readerror, readingpattern, totaliter; 
extern INT32 lineno; 
extern short nlayers; 
extern WTTYPE qmark, toler; 
extern FILE *copy; 

WTTYPE error; 
int bad; 

#ifdef INTEGER 

short scale(x) 
REAL x; 
{ 
short s; 

/* returns x as a scaled 16-bit value */ 

if (x > 31.999 I I x < -32.0) 
{ 
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sprintf(outstr,"magnitude of %f is too large for the integer",x); 
pg(outstr); 
pg(" representation \ n"); 
readerror = 1; 
if (x > 31.999) return(MAXSHORT); else return(MINSHORT); 

}; 
if (x > 0.0) s = x * 1024 + 0.5; 
else s = x * 1024 - 0.5; 
if (x != 0.0 && s == 0) 
{ 
sprintf(outstr,"warning: magnitude of %f is too small for",x); 
pg(outstr); 
pg(" the integer representation \n ); 
return(0); 

1; 
return(s); 
} 

REAL unscale(x) /* returns the REAL value of short x */ 
short x; 

return((REAL) x / 1024.0); } 

REAL unscaleint(x) /* returns the REAL value of INT32 x */ 
INT32 x; 

return((REAL) x / 1024.0); 

#endif 

int pushfile(filename) 
char *filename; 
{ 
FILE *file; 

bufferptr = 0; 
bufferend = 0; 
buffer[0] = ' \n'; 
file = fopen(filename,"r"); 
if (file == NULL) 
{ 
sprintf(outstr,"cannot open:, %s \n",filename); pg(outstr); 
return(0); 

1; 
filestackptr = filestackptr + 1; 
if (filestackptr > 3) 
{ 
pg("can't stack up any more files \n"); 
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filestackptr = filestackptr - 
fclose(file); 
return(0); 

}; 
filestack[filestackptr] = file; 
data = file; 
return(1); 
} 

void popfile() 
{ 
bufferptr = 0; 
bufferend = 0; 
buffer[0] = ' \n'; 
if (filestackptr > 0) 
{ 
fclose(data); 
filestackptr = filestackptr - 1; 

} 
else pg(" \nunexpected EOF: to quit the program, type q 
data = filestack[filestackptr]; 
} 

int readch() /* returns the next character in the input buffer 
{ 
int i, ch2; 
char smallbuffer[2]; 

if (bufferptr > bufferend) /* then read next line into buffer 
{ 
ch2 = getc(data); 
if (ch2 == EOF) return(ch2); 
i = 0; 
while(ch2 != ' \n' 868s i < buffsize) 
{ 

#ifdef UNIX 
if (ch2 == 13) ch2 = "; /* turn a ctrl-M into a blank */ 

#endif 
buffer[i] = ch2; 
i = i + 1; 
ch2 = getc(data); 

}; 
if (i == buffsize) pg("line too long\n"); 
buffer[i] = ' \n'; 
bufferend = i; 
bufferptr = 0; 

*/ 
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if (echo == '+') for(i = 0; i <= bufferend; i++) putchar(buffer[i]); 
if (copy 8686 ((data == stdin) I I (echo == '+'))) 
for (i=0;i<=bufferend,i++) putc(buffer[i],copy); 

} 
ch2 = buffer[bufferptr]; 
bufferptr = bufferptr + 1; 
return(ch2); 
} 

void texterror() 
{ 
int ch2; 
pg("unexpected text: "); 
pg(86buffer[bufferptr- 1]); 
bufferptr = buffsize + 1; 
} 

char *readstr() 
{ 
short i,start,end; 
char *addr, *addr2; 
i = bufferptr; 
while (buffer[i] == ") i = i + 1; 
start = 1; 
while (buffer[i] != " 8686 buffer[i] != ' \n') i = i + 1; 
end = i-1; 
addr = (char *) malloc((int) end-start+2); 
addr2 = addr; 
for (i=start;i<=end;i++) *addr++ = buffer[i]; 
bufferptr = end + 1; 
*addr = ' \01; 
return(addr2); 
} 

int scanfordigit() 
{ 
int sign, ch2; 

sign = 1; 

restart: 
do ch2 = readch(); while (ch2 == " I I ch2 == ' \n'); 
if (ch2 >= '0' 8686 ch2 <= '9') 
{ 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
return(sign); 
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}; 
if (ch2 >= 'h' 8686 ch2 <= 'k') 
{ 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
return(0); 

}; 
switch (ch2) 

case EOF: readerror = 2; 
return(0); 

case '*': while (ch2 != ' \n') ch2 = readch(); 
goto restart; 

case '-': sign = -sign; 
goto restart; 

case '?': bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
return(0); 

default: readerror = 1; 
return(0); 

}; 
} 

int readint(min,max,command) 
int min, max; 
char command; 
{ 
int sign, number, ch2; 

readerror = 0; 
sign = scanfordigit(); 
if (readerror) 
{ 
if (readerror == 1) texterror(); 
return(0); 

1; 
number = 0; 
do ch2 = readch(); while (ch2 == "); 
while (ch2 >= '0' 8684 ch2 <= '9') 
{ 
number = number * 10 + (ch2 - '0'); 
ch2 = readch(); 

}; 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
number = sign * number; 
if (number < min I I number > max) 
{ 
sprintf(outstr,"out of range value: %d",number); pg(outstr); 
if (data == stdin) pg(" \n"); 
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else {sprintf(outstr," iin %c command \n",command); pg(outstr);}; 
readerror = 1; 

}; 
return(number); 
} 

REAL readreal(op,min,command) 
int op; 
REAL min; 
int command; 
{ 
REAL number, fractpart, divisor, intpart, sign; 
int ch2; 

readerror = 0; 
sign = (REAL) scanfordigit(); 
if (readerror I I (sign == 0 && !readingpattern)) 
{ 
if (readerror == 1) texterror(); 
return(0); 

}; 
ch2 = readch(); 
if (ch2 == 'h' && readingpattern) return(unscale(HCODE)); 
else if (ch2 == && readingpattern && nlayers >= 3) 

return(unscale(ICODE)); 
else if (ch2 == 'j' && readingpattern && nlayers >= 4) 

return(unscale(JCODE)); 
else if (ch2 == 'k' && readingpattern && nlayers >= 5) 

return(unscale (KCODE)); 
else if (ch2 == && readingpattern) 

return (unscale (qmark)); 
intpart = 0 . 0; 
while (ch2 >= '0' && ch2 <= '9') 
{ 
intpart = 10.0 * intpart + (ch2 - '0'); 
ch2 = readch(); 

}; 
fractpart = 0.0; 
divisor = 1.0; 
if (ch2 == '.') 
{ 
ch2 = readch(); 
while (ch2 >= '0' && ch2 <= '9') 
{ 
fractpart = fractpart * 10.0 + (ch2 - '0'); 
divisor = divisor * 10.0; 
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ch2 = readch(); 

}; 
1; 
bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
number = sign * (((REAL) intpart) + 

((REAL) fractpart) / ((REAL) divisor)); 
if (op == GT 86& number > min) return(number); 
else if (op == GE 8685 number >= min) return(number); 
else 
{ 
sprintf(outstr,"erroneous value: %f',number); pg(outstr); 
if (data == stdin) pg(" \n"); 
else {sprintf(outstr," in %c command \n",command); pg(outstr);}; 
readerror = 1; 
return(0.0); 

}; 
} 

WTTYPE rdr(op,min,command) /* reads REAL real numbers and 
converts */ 
int op; /* them to 16-bit integers if necessary */ 
REAL min; 
int command; 
{ 
REAL x; 
WTTYPE ix; 

x = readreal(op,min,command); 
if (readerror) return(0); 
ix = scale(x); 
if (readerror) return(0); 
return(ix); 
} 

REAL readchar() /* reads data in compressed format */ 
{ 
int ch2; 
readerror = 0; 
ch2 = readch(); 
do { 

switch (ch2) 
case ' \n': 
case ": ch2 = readch(); 

break; 
case ' 1': return( 1.0); 
case '0': return(0.0); 
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case '?': return(unscale(qmark)); 
case '*': do ch2 = readch(); while(ch2 != ' \n'); 

break; 
case 'h': return(unscale(HCODE)); 
case 'i': if (nlayers >= 3) return(unscale(ICODE)); 
case 'j': if (nlayers >= 4) return(unscale(JCODE)); 
case 'k': if (nlayers >= 5) return(unscale(KCODE)); 
case EOF: readerror = 2; 

return(0.0); 
default: texterror(); 

readerror = 1; 
return(0.0);}; 

while (0 == 0); 
} 

int pg(str) /* paging and making a copy function */ 
char *str; 
{ 
char *ch3,action,cr; 
int copying; 

copying = copyflag == '+'; 
ch3 = str; 
while (*ch3 != ' \ 0') 

{ 
if (*ch3 An') 

{ 
putchar(' \n'); 
if (copying) putc(' \n',copy); 
lineno = lineno + 1; 
if (pagesize && lineno % pagesize == 0) 
{ 

putchar(':'); 
action = getchar(); 
if (action == 'q') 

{ 
cr = getchar(); 
return(action); 

}; 
} 

} 
else {putchar(*ch3); if (copying) putc(*ch3,copy); }; 
ch3++; 

1; 
return(0); 
} 
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int printoutunits(printing,layer,printerr) /* prints values of units */ 
int printing; /* and computes errors */ 
LAYER *layer; 
int printerr; 
{ 
short unitno, fmtbreaknum, maxval, maxunit; 
UNIT *u; 
WTTYPE upper, middle, diff; 

if (printing) 
{ 
upper = scale(1.0) - toler; 
middle = scale(0.5); 
unitno = 0; 
fmtbreaknum = 1; 

}; 
bad = 0; 
maxval = -scale(2.0); 
maxunit = 0; 
error = 0; 
u = (UNIT *) layer->units; 
while (u != NULL) 
{ 
diff = u- >tj - u- >oj ; 
if (diff < 0) diff = 
if (diff >= toler) bad = 1; 
error = error + 
if (printing) 
{ 
unitno = unitno + 1; 
if (outformat 'r') 
{ 

sprintf(outstr,"%6.4f ",unscale(u->oj)); pg(outstr); 
if (format[fmtbreaknum] unitno) 
{ 
if (pg(" \n ")) return(1); 
if (fmtbreaknum < maxformat - 1) fmtbreaknum = fmtbreaknum + 

1; 
} 

} 
else if (outformat — 'a' && printerr) 
{ 
if (diff < toler) pg("c"); 
else if (u->oj > upper) pg("1"); 
else if (u->oj < toler) pg("0"); 
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else if (u->oj > u->tj) pg("^"); 
else pg("v"); 
if (format[fmtbreaknum] == unitno) 
{ 

pg(" II); 

if (fmtbreaknum < maxformat - 1) fmtbreaknum = fmtbreaknum 
1; 

} 
} 
else 
{ 
if (u->oj > upper) pg("1"); 
else if (u->oj > middle) pg("^"); 
else if (u->oj < toler) pg("0"); 
else pg("v"); 
if (format[fmtbreaknum] == unitno) 
{ 
Pg(" 
if (fmtbreaknum < maxformat - 1) fmtbreaknum = fmtbreaknum 

1; 
} 
} 

1; 
u = u->next; 

1; 
if (!printing) return(0); 
if (printerr) {sprintf(outstr," (%5.4f)",unscale(error)); pg(outstr);}; 
if (printerr && !bad) pg(" ok"); 
if (pg(" \n")) return(1); else return(0); 
} 

void saveweights() /* saves weights on the file weights */ 
{ 
UNIT *u; 
LAYER *layer; 
WTNODE *w; 
WTTYPE wvalue, evalue, dvalue, svalue; 
int wtsize; 
FILE *weights; 

wtsize = WTSIZE; 
weights = fopen(wtfile,WRITEBIN); 
if (weights == NULL) 
{ 
sprintf(outstr,"cannot open: %s\n",wtfile); pg(outstr); 
return; 
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1; 
fprintf(weights,"%d%c",totaliter,wtformat); 
if (wtformat == 'b' I I wtformat == 'B') fprintf(weights,"%ld",WTSIZE); 
fprintf(weights," file = %s\r\n",datafilename); 
layer = start->next; 
while (layer != NULL) 
{ 
u = (UNIT *) layer->units, 
while (u != NULL) 
{ 
w = (WTNODE *) u->wtlist; 
while (w != NULL) 
{ 

#ifdef SYMMETRIC 
wvalue = *(w->weight); 
evalue = *(w->eta); 
dvalue = *(w->olddw); 
svalue = 0; /* not worth having in the symmetric version 

#else 
wvalue = w->weight; 
evalue = w->eta; 
dvalue = w->olddw; 
svalue = w->slope; 

#endif 
if (wtformat == 'r' I I wtformat == 'R') 
{ 

fprintf(weights,"%16.10r,unscale(wvalue)); 
if (wtformat == 'R') 
{ 

fprintf(weights," %16.10r ,unscale(evalue)); 
fprintf(weights," %16.10r,unscale(dvalue)); 

1; 
fprintf(weights," \r\n"); 

} 
else /* binary format; uses the least space */ 
{ 

fwrite((char *) 86wvalue,wtsize, 1 ,weights) ; 
if (wtformat == 'B') 
{ 

fwrite((char *) 84evalue,wtsize, 1 ,weights); 
fwrite((char *) 86dvalue,wtsize,1,weights); 

1; 
1; 
w = w->next; 

1; 
u = u->next; 

*/ 
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}; 
layer = layer->next; 

}; 
fflush(weights); 
fclose(weights); 
lastsave = totaliter; 
} 

WTTYPE rdb(wtfile,wtsize) /* read binary and convert between sizes 
FILE *wtfile; 
int wtsize; 
{ 
int i, ch2; 
double dvalue; 
float fvalue; 
short ivalue; 
unsigned char *charptr; 

if (wtsize == 2) charptr = (unsigned char *) &value; 
else if (wtsize == 4) charptr = (unsigned char *) 86fvalue; 
else if (wtsize == 8) charptr = (unsigned char *) 86dvalue, 
else pg("bad weight size \n"); 
for (i=1;i<=wtsize,i++) 
{ 
ch2 = fgetc(wtfile); 
*charptr = (unsigned char) ch2; 
charptr++; 

1, 
if (WTSIZE == 2 8686 wtsize == 2) return(ivalue); 
else if (WTSIZE == 2 8686 wtsize == 4) return(scale(fvalue)); 
else if (WTSIZE == 2 8686 wtsize == 8) return(scale(dvalue)); 
else if (WTSIZE == 4 8686 wtsize == 2) return(ivalue / 1024.0); 
else if (WTSIZE == 4 8686 wtsize == 4) return(fvalue); 
else if (WTSIZE == 4 8686 wtsize == 8) return((float) dvalue); 
else if (WTSIZE == 8 8686 wtsize == 2) return(ivalue / 1024.0); 
else if (WTSIZE == 8 8686 wtsize == 4) return((double) fvalue); 
else if (WTSIZE == 8 8686 wtsize == 8) return(dvalue); 
} 

void restoreweights() /* restore weights from the file weights */ 
{ 
FILE *weights; 
UNIT *u; 
LAYER *layer; 
WTNODE *w; 
int ch2, fileformat, wtsize; 
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WTTYPE wvalue, evalue, dvalue, svalue; 
double temp; 

weights = fopen(wtfile,READBIN); 
if (weights == NULL) 

pg("cannot open file weights \n"); 
return; 

1; 
fscanf(weights,"%d",&totaliter); 
fileformat = getc(weights); 
if (fileformat != wtformat) pg("note: weight format mismatch \n"); 
if (fileformat == 'b' I fileformat == 'B') 
{ 
wtsize = getc(weights) - '0'; 
if (WTSIZE != wtsize) pg("note: weight sizes mismatched \n"); 

} 
else wtsize = WTSIZE; 
do ch2 = getc(weights); while (ch2 != ' \n'); /* skip rest of line */ 
layer = start->next; 
while (layer != NULL) 
{ 
u = (UNIT *) layer->units; 
while (u != NULL) 
{ 
w = (WTNODE *) u->wtlist; 
while (w != NULL) 
{ 
if (fileformat == 'r' I I fileformat == 'R') 
{ 

fscanf(weights,"%lf",&temp); 
wvalue = scale((REAL) temp); 
if (fileformat == 'R') 
{ 

fscanf(weights,"%lf,&temp); 
evalue = scale((REAL) temp); 
fscanf(weights,"%lf,&temp); 
dvalue = scale((REAL) temp); 

1; 
} 
else 
{ 
wvalue = rdb(weights,wtsize); 
if (fileformat == 'B') 
{ 

evalue = rdb(weights,wtsize); 
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dvalue = rdb(weights,wtsize); 

1; 
1; 

#ifdef SYMMETRIC 
*(w->weight) = wvalue; 
if (fileformat == 'R' I I fileformat == 'B') 
{ 
*(w->olddw) = dvalue; 
*(w->eta) = evalue; 

} 
else *(w->olddw) = 0; 

#else 
w->weight = wvalue; 
if (fileformat == 'R' I I fileformat == 'B') 
{ 
w->olddw = dvalue; 
w->eta = evalue; 
w->slope = svalue; 

} 
else w->olddw = 0; 

#endif 
w = w->next; 

1; 
u = u->next; 

1; 
layer = layer->next; 

}; 
fclose(weights); 
} 

void printweights(u) /* print the weights leading into unit u */ 
UNIT *u; 

{ 
WTNODE *w; 
UNIT *bunit; 
WTTYPE value; 
#ifdef INTEGER 
INT32 sum, input; 
#else 
REAL sum, input; 
#endif 

w = (WTNODE *) u->wtlist; 
sum = 0; 
pg("layer unit unit value weight input from unit \n"); 
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while (w != NULL) 
{ 
bunit = (UNIT *) w->backunit; 

#ifdef SYMMETRIC 
value = *(w->weight); 

#else 
value = w->weight, 

#endif 

#ifdef INTEGER 
input = (INT32) value * bunit->oj; 
input = input / 1024; 

#else 
input = value * bunit->oj; 

#endif 
sum = sum + input; 
sprintf(outstr,"%3d ",bunit->layernumber); pg(outstr); 
if (bunit->unitnumber == 32767) pg(" t "); 
else {sprintgoutstr,"%4d ",bunit->unitnumber); pg(outstr);}; 
sprintf(outstr,"%10.5f c/010.5f ",unscale(bunit->oj),unscale(value)); 
pg(outstr); 
sprintf(outstr, " %18. 5f \ n",unscaleint(input)); 
if (pg(outstr)) return; 
w = w->next; 

}; 
Pg(" 
sprintgoutstr, " sum = %9.5f\ n \ n" ,unscaleint (sum)); pg(outstr); 
} 

void help() 
{ 
int ch2; 
pg(" \n"); 
do ch2 = readch(); while (ch2 == " && ch2 != An'); 

switch(ch2) 

default: 
pg("for help type h followed by the letter of the command\n"); 
if (ch2 == ' \n') bufferptr = bufferptr - 1; 
break; 

case '?': 
pg("? prints program status and parameters. \n"); 
break; 

case '*': 
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pg("* at the beginning of a line makes the line a comment. \n"); 
break; 

case 
pg("Enter system commands after the !. \n"); 
break; 

case 'A': 
pg("A is used to set details of the algorithm. One or more of \n"); 
pg("the following commands can go on the same line as the 'A': \n\ n"); 
pg("a 1 sets the linear activation function. \n"); 
pg("a p sets the piecewise linear activation function. \n"); 
pg("a t sets the piecewise near tanh activation function. \n"); 
#ifndef INTEGER 
pg("a s sets the smooth activation function. \n"); 
pg("a T sets the smooth near tanh activation function. \n"); 
#endif 
pg(" \n"); 
pg("b + will backpropagate errors even when a unit is close to "); 
pg(" its target. \n"); 
pg("b - will not backpropagate errors when a unit is close to its"); 
pg(" target. \n\n"); 
pg("D <real> will set the sharpness of the sigmoid to <real>. \n\n"); 
pg("d d will use the derivatives from the differential step size"); 
pg(" algorithm. \n"); 
pg("d F uses Fahlman's derivative in the output layer. \n"); 
pg("d f uses Fahlman's derivative in all layers. \n"); 
pg("d o uses the original derivative. \n\n"); 
pg("g <int> updates weights after every group of <int> patterns if <int> 
!= 0.\n\n"); 
pg("s <int> will skip for <int> iterations patterns that have been ); 
pg("learned. \n\n"); 
pgrt <int> will take pattern <int> out of the training process. , 
pg(" To bring it back in, use t O. \n \n"); 
pg("u c gives the continuous update method. \n"); 
#ifndef SYMMETRIC 
pg("u d gives the delta-bar-delta update method. \n"); 
#endif 
pg("u p gives the periodic update method. \n"); 
break; 

case 'a': 
pg("a <real> sets the momentum parameter, alpha, to <real>. \n"); 
break; 

case 'B': 
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pg("B <options> sets the following benchmarking options: \n\ n"); 
pg("g <int> sets <int> to be the goal for the number of'); 
pg(" networks to converge. \n \n"); 
pg("k <real> sets the range of the initial random"); 
pg(" weights for each network. \n\n"); 
pg("m <int> sets the maximum number of networks to try. \n\n"); 
pg("r <intl> <int2> sets <intl> to be the maximum "); 
pg("number of iterations to run. \n <int2>, if present,"); 
pg(" sets the rate at which to sample the network. \n "); 
pg("Using r in a B command will initiate benchmarking. \n ; 
pg("t <int> will benchmark with pattern <int> removed"); 
pg(" from the training set\n and test it at the"); 
pg(" sample rate given in the r command. \n"); 
pg("t f <testfile> will test patterns on <testfile> at "); 
pg("the interval given for\n the sample rate: \n"); 
pg("t 0 turns off either type of testing.\n"); 
break; 

case 'b': 
pg("b <intl> <int2> <int20> puts a carriage break"); 
pg(" after each <inti> \nvalues when the output format"); 
pg(" is real and inserts a blank after each <inti> \n"); 
pg("value if the format is condensed. \n"); 
break; 

case 'C': 
pg("C clears the network and other relevant parameters"); 
pg(" so the problem can be re-run\nwith different"); 
pg(" initial weights. Added hidden units are not removed. \n"); 
break; 

#ifndef SYMMETRIC 
case 'c': 
pg("c <intl> <int2> <int3> <int4> "); 
pg("Adds a connection from layer <intl> unit <int2>\n"); 
pg(" to layer <int3> unit <int4>.\n"); 
break; 
#endif 

case 'd': 
pg("d is used to set parameters for the delta-bar-delta method.\n"); 
pg("One or more of the following commands can go on the line: \n\n"); 
pg("d <real> sets the decay factor to <real>.\n"); 
pg("e <real> sets the initial eta value to <real>.\n"); 
pg("k <real> sets kappa to <real>.\n"); 
pg("m <real> limits the maximum value of each eta to <real>. \n"); 
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#ifdef INTEGER 
pg("n <real> sets some noise (integer versions only)."); 
pg(" Try <real> around 0.005. \n"); 
#endif 
pg("t <real> sets the theta parameter to <real>. \n"); 
break; 

case 'e'• 
pg("e <reall> <rea12> sets eta, the learning rate for the top layer"); 
pg(" to <reall> \n and eta2 for the lower layers to <rea12>. If "); 
pg("<rea12> is not present, \n eta2 is set to <reall>. \n"); 
break; 

case 'f: 
pg("f is used to set the input and output formats for data. \nOne "); 
pg("or more of the following commands can go on the line: \n\n"); 
pg("b + will ring the bell when learning is complete. \n"); 
pg("b - will not ring the bell when learning is complete. \n\n"); 
pg("c + will copy i/o to the file, copy. \n"); 
pg("c - will stop writing to the file, copy. \n\n"); 
pg("e + echos the input. \ne - does not echo. \n\n"); 
pg("i c will read pattern values using compressed format. \n"); 
pg("i r will read pattern values as reals. \n\n"); 
pg("o a will write node values as analog compressed. \n"); 
pg("o c will write node values as compressed. \n"); 
pg("o r will write node values as real. \n\n"); 
pg("P <int> sets the page size to <int>; 0 means no paging. \n \n"); 
pg("p c will read patterns in the classification format and "); 
pg("summarize the results \n when testing. \n"); 
pg("p C will read patterns in the classification format and "); 
pg("print every result\n when testing. \n"); 
pg("p g will accept general patterns and summarize results when "); 
pg("testing. \n"); 
pg("p G will accept general patterns and print every result when "); 
pg("testing. \n\n"); 
pg("s + will summarize learning status. \n"); 
pg("s - will not summarize learning status and will"); 
pg(" list each pattern. \n\n"); 
pg("u + will give up-to-date statistics on learning. \n"); 
pg("u - will give statistics one iteration out of date. \n \n"); 
pg("w b will write the weights as binary. \n"); 
pg("w B will write the weights, weight changes and etas as binary. \n"); 
pg("w r will write the weights as real values.\n"); 
pg("w R will write the weights, weight changes and etas as real"); 
pg(" values. \n"); 
break; 
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#ifndef SYMMETRIC 
case 'H': 
pg("H <int> <real> adds a hidden unit to layer <int> \n"); 
pg("Weights are initialized to between -<real> and +<real>. \n"); 
break; 
#endif 

case 'h': 
pg("h <letter> gives help for command <letter>.\n"); 
break; 

case 'i': 
pg("i <inputfile> takes commands from the file.\n"); 
pg("i takes commands from the current input file.\n"); 
break; 

case 'k': 
pg("k <reall> <rea12> decreases all the weights in the "); 
pg("network whose values\nare greater than <reall> by a"); 
pg(" random amount between 0 and <rea12>. \nWeights "); 
pg("less than -<reall> are increased by an amount "); 
pg("between 0 and <rea12>. \nIf <reall> = 0.0, and a "); 
pg("weight = 0.0 then the weight is changed to \na "); 
pg("random value between -<rea12> and +<rea12>. \n"); 
break; 

case '11: 
pg("1 <int> prints values of nodes on layer <int>. \n"); 
break; 

case 'm': 
pg("m <intl> <int2> <intn> makes a network with\n"); 
pg("<intl> units in the first layer, <int2> units in\n"); 
pg("the second layer, , <intn> units in the nth layer. \ 
break; 

case 'n': 
pg("n <int> <inl> <out1> <ini> <outi> <inN> <outN>"); 
pg(" replaces all\n training patterns with <int> new ones. \n"); 
pg("n f <trainfile> reads however many patterns there are on"); 
pg(" the file. \n"); 
break; 

case '0': 
pg("O <int> will give the output targets for pattern, <int>. 
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break; 

case 'o': 
pg("o a outputs node values in analog compressed form."); 
pg("\no c outputs node values in compressed form. \n"); 
pg("o r outputs node values as real.\n"); 
break; 

case 'P': 
pg("P lists the outputs for all patterns. \n"); 
pg("P <int> gives the output for pattern <int>.\n"); 
pg("PO gives an up-to-date summary of learning. \n"); 
break; 

case 'p': 
pg("p <pat> submits the pattern, <pat>, to the input units. \n"); 
break; 

case 'Q': 
pg("Q <real> sets the value of ? in input patterns to <real>. \n"); 
break; 

case 'q': 
pg("q followed immediately by a cr ends the program. \n \n"); 
pg("qp is used to set parameters for the quickprop algorithm. \n"); 
pg("One or more of the following commands can go on the line: \n\n"); 
pg("d <real> sets the decay to <real> / 1000.\n"); 
pg("e <real> sets the initial etas to <real>. \n"); 
pg("m <real> sets mu, the accleration parameter to <real>.\n"); 
pg("n <real> sets n, the noise (integer version only) to <real>. \n"); 
pg("s+ adds the slope in to the weight changes (original 
algorithm). \n"); 
pg("s- does not add the slope in. \n"); 
break; 

case 'R': 
pg("R restores weights from the current weights file \n"); 
break; 

case 'r': 
pg("r <intl> <int2> runs <intl> iterations thru the "); 
pg("patterns. If <int2> is\npresent, the patterns are "); 
pg("printed (or summarized) every <int2> iterations.\n\n"); 
pg("rw <filename> reads weights from the file, <filename> and sets 
pg("<filename> \n to be the current weights file. \n"); 
pg("rw reads weights from the current weights file. \n"); 

II 
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break; 

case 'S': 
pg("S <int> saves the weights on the current weights file every <int>"); 
pg(" iterations.\nS or S 0 saves the weights immediately. \n"); 
break; 

case 's': 
pg("s <intl> <int2> <intn> sets the random number seeds. \n\n"); 
pg("sw <filename> saves weights to the file, <filename> and sets "); 
pg(" <filename> \n to be the current weights file. \n"); 
pg("sw saves weights to the current weights file.\n"); 
break; 

#ifdef SYMMETRIC 
case 'T': 
pg("T <real> freezes all threshold weights at <real>. \n"); 
break; 
#endif 

case 't': 
pg("t <real> sets <real> as the tolerance used in checking for"); 
pg(" complete learning. \n"); 
pg("t f <testfile> tests the patterns on the file.\n"); 
pg("t f tests the patterns on the current test file. \n"); 
pg("t tests the patterns on the current test file.\n"); 
break; 

#ifndef SYMMETRIC 
case 'W': 
pg("W <real> removes links whose weights are less than '1); 
pg("the absolute value\nof <real>, except links to "); 
pg("threshold units are not removed. \n"); 
break; 
#endif 

case 'w': 
pg("w <intl> <int2> "); 
pg("prints weights into unit <int2> in layer <intl>. \n"); 
break; 

case 'x'
pg("x <intl> <inl> <outl> <ini> <outi> <inN> <outN> adds"); 
pg(" the extra\n <intl> patterns. \n"); 
pg("x f <trainfile> adds the extra patterns found on the file. \n"); 
break; 
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}; /* end switch */ 
pg(" \n"), 
} 
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